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OPINION
Alex Charlesworth reflects on the changing worlds of energy and transport

Energy
matters

T
This edition of Building
Surveying Journal looks
at energy across the built
environment – a topical theme
in the light of wider news.
The UK government
recently gave the go-ahead
for the Hinkley Point nuclear
power station in Somerset,
to be financed by French and
Chinese investment. At the
same time, conversations are
taking place about the UK’s
longer-term energy supply
and whether patterns of
consumption will change.
Also receiving attention
are financial incentives for
customers to reduce or
shift electricity use at peak
times, which could potentially
change the dynamics of
the market while offering
new energy management
opportunities for businesses.
Renewable component
technology continues to
develop too, with a prototype
battery being piloted at a
community-owned wind farm
on the Scottish Isle of Gigha.
Renewable technology
could help improve EPC
ratings on commercial

buildings when Minimum
Energy Efficiency Regulations
come into force on such
properties in England and
Wales in April 2018 (see
pp.6–7). There are certainly
opportunities here for building
surveyors advising on energy
rating improvements and
implementing priority works.

Renewables revived
Vanadium redox flow batteries
of the kind being trialled on
Gigha could help to smooth out
the fluctuations in UK electricity
supply, and a 60MWh battery
of this kind has already been
successfully deployed on the
northern island of Hokkaido
in Japan. The cost of such
batteries is claimed to be half
that of traditional lithium-ion
models, and they are designed
to have longer working lives.
Other developments in
renewable energy include
an increasing number of
large, ground-based solar
photovoltaic farms. Much
discussion around the need
for minimum pricing could
see panel costs reduced
by around 30%, which will
potentially make further
development without subsidy
a realistic option. At the same
time, gas and diesel continue
to be explored to support the
UK power generation mix.
Building surveyors have
always adapted to market
trends. Just how much
change is going to be required
in the near future is anyone’s
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guess – but without doubt
the built environment will be
transformed. We have already
seen whole sectors adjust to
accommodate the effects of
disruptive technology, with the
emergence of Airbnb affecting
hotels and leisure as Uber has
taxis. Such innovations will
continue to change the way
we work, shop and live.

Revolution on wheels
The transport sector is also
going through a revolution,
partly due to emerging battery
developments and partly due
to driverless technology.
We know that levels of
vehicle ownership are falling,
particularly among young
people, and taxi and minicab
use is growing. During the
next five to 10 years, electric
cars will become the norm;
the only things holding them
back at the moment are the
speed at which they recharge
and their battery capacity.
Electric car batteries are
currently lithium-ion, but
experts say technological
advances are reaching their
limits, which will affect the
range of such vehicles.
Researchers are therefore
working on a lithium-ion battery
using silicon, which is thought
will double the energy density,
cost less and last longer.
Several Californian companies
say they are on the verge
of making small commercial
batteries with silicon anodes;
before long, silicon–lithium-ion
batteries for cars may follow.
Of course, driverless
technology is already being
tested by many companies.
Once it is proven to be safe
and harmless, there is little to
stop a rapid increase in the

number of driverless cars on
the roads. Think what that
is going to do to taxis, car
ownership and commuting: if
you do not have to pay a driver
then taxis are likely to get
cheaper, and owning a car that
does not run 23 hours a day
will become a costly luxury.
What will this mean for the
construction industry? Nobody
really knows, but a world with
less car ownership means
fewer car parks, with constantly
circulating self-driving cars
becoming part of the public
transport network and vehicles
that can travel closer together
on motorways enabling quicker
travel thanks to less congestion
and fewer queues.
Multi-storey car parks could
be transformed into offices
or green space. With parking
no longer an issue, the
traditional high street may be
rejuvenated. As the interiors
of driverless cars could be
configured to have seats
facing each other, businesses
will no doubt be buying fleets
with what are effectively
offices inside them, to ensure
staff are able to work while
travelling between meetings.
As for how all this disruptive
technology will affect real
estate, rest assured that
building surveyors will seek
out new opportunities and
embrace change. b

Alex Charlesworth FRICS
is Chairman of the Building
Surveying Professional Group
BuildingSurveying
ProfessionalGroup@rics.org
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Leader

Hitting the target,
missing the point
Julie Hirigoyen explains why those responsible for
our built environment must aim higher

T

argets are always
tricky to set. Some
people set them
around what can
easily be achieved,
others are more
ambitious and
seek to challenge
themselves; but few set their targets
based on hard scientific facts. Yet this is
precisely what is required when setting
emissions reduction targets to ensure we
avoid catastrophic climate disruption.
The UK has a very ambitious target
enshrined in the Climate Change Act
2008 to reduce its greenhouse gas
emissions by 80% from 1990 levels by
2050. The construction sector itself has
a target to reduce UK built environment
emissions by 50% by 2025, showing that
at a national level we are quite good at
setting stretching targets.

Lead by example
But targets do not mean anything unless
considerable efforts are directed at
achieving them, and at present, the
government has very little policy to help
meet the 2050 target. It scrapped the
zero-carbon targets for new buildings
and the Green Deal, and shied away
from setting a trajectory for the Minimum
Energy Efficiency Standards, so it is
unclear how the built environment – which
contributes 40% of our national carbon
emissions – will help meet the target at
all. Developers will thus have to lead by
example and set their own targets at the
project level to achieve radical energy
efficiency improvements.
The only problem with that is that it
presupposes that the industry is both
setting the right targets and able to meet
them. Yet at present, our buildings are
consuming up to five times more energy in
operation than they were designed to do.
So there must be a better way
to set targets. And let us be clear:

targeting regulatory compliance is not
in itself stretching or ambitious. Building
Regulations only take into account
fixed building services, such as heating,
cooling, hot water, auxiliary energy
use and internal lighting, and exclude
IT, security, small power loads and
operational factors, so items that can
significantly raise a building’s energy
consumption are largely overlooked.

Accurate targets
The industry must urgently address this
by setting design for performance targets
based on accurate predictions of energy
use and occupational patterns, with simple
indicators understood by all parties, such
as kWh/m2.
In any other industry, failing to provide
products that perform as expected
would be a scandal. Yet the UK’s
property sector is getting away with it.
Responsibility for building performance
is fragmented among the project team
and areas of accountability are ill-defined,
leaving us with no real recourse when
buildings fail to perform as expected.
We need better control over the
procurement process; an integrated
approach across projects; and client
commitment to validating operational
performance. High energy efficiency
standards ought to be built into the
contractual obligations of the whole
project team, with guarantees of the
performance of the end product.
Joined-up thinking should be adopted
throughout the lifecycle of our buildings,
especially at handover, as reciprocal links
and monitoring can allow us to understand
how a new building is performing
during use, and realise any potential for
optimisation. Links must be made between
operational facilities management (FM)
and the design team, and between FM
and building occupiers, with a commitment
to monitor and feed back on energy
performance. Post-occupancy evaluation

enables benchmarks to be created for
future buildings and to learn what does
not work.

Benefits
Better knowledge and awareness is
essential in tackling this issue. The
benefits of enabling higher building
performance make for a compelling
business case. But, under schemes
such as the outgoing Carbon Reduction
Commitment and the Climate Change
Levy, it has often been seen as easier
simply to pay the tax since energy use is
so small a proportion of total running costs
in non-industrial building sectors.
Research by the UK Green Building
Council suggests that there is a much more
powerful case to be made based on the
productivity, health and wellbeing benefits
of buildings that perform well. Owners,
occupiers and letting agents need to
understand that it makes economic sense.
Through its work with the World Green
Building Council, the UK Green Building
Council seeks to educate these groups
regarding the financial benefits of
high-performing buildings through the
Better Places for People campaign
(http://betterplacesforpeople.org).
In just a few short decades, we need
to be providing zero-carbon, zero-energy
buildings. But today we are not even
providing low-energy or low-carbon
buildings. We must wake up to both the
business case and the moral imperative
of delivering high-performing buildings.
Only by working together to challenge
conventional attitudes and improve
knowledge through the value chain can
we hope to begin to make the change
that is needed. b

Julie Hirigoyen is Chief Executive at the UK
Green Building Council
julie.hirigoyen@ukgbc.org

UK Green Building Council,
Delivering Building Performance
http://bit.ly/1TzPuIx

Related competencies include
Construction technology and environmental
services, Sustainability
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he Tuffin Ferraby
Taylor Energy
Survey 2016 found
strong awareness of
energy performance
among property
companies,
investors and
managers. The survey also found that
consideration of energy efficiency is
widely seen as a “business as usual”
activity, and that improvement measures
are not usually regarded as too complex
(http://bit.ly/2dvdjps).
However, the survey also identified that
there are still barriers to improvement.
This prompts several questions. What is
driving awareness, and how is the market
responding? If energy efficiency measures
are not too complex, then what barriers
are there?

Policy context

All about MEES

Mat Lown encourages landlords to do more
than addressing the theoretical energy performance
of properties in responding to the Energy
Efficiency Regulations
6 DECEMBER 2 01 6 / J A NU A R Y 2 017

Under the Climate Change Act 2008,
which is independent of EU legislation, the
UK is committed to reducing its emissions
by at least 80% by 2050 compared to
1990 levels (http://bit.ly/2drE2Xr). The
act established a system of carbon
budgets covering five-year periods to
ensure the UK remains on track to meet
the 2050 commitment, and on 30 June,
the government set the fifth of these, for
2028–32, with the aim of reducing UK
greenhouse gas emissions in 2030 by 57%
relative to 1990 levels.
Parliamentary approval of the ambitious
target has provided much-needed certainty
and sends a clear signal that the UK
intends to stay on track in meeting its
long-term targets, whether it is in or out of
the EU. Its emissions continue to fall, with
the independent Committee on Climate
Change’s provisional figures for 2015
showing that they are 38% below 1990
levels (http://bit.ly/29hAT7c).
However, this is almost exclusively a
result of reducing emissions in electricity
production – due to a decline in coal-fired
power generation and a rise in renewable
energy sources, particularly wind – rather
than a reduction in energy demand.
Furthermore, it is estimated that the
property sector accounts for around 32%
of the UK’s emissions and that more than
80% of the buildings that exist today will
still be in use in 2050. As a consequence, if
we are to meet the long-term targets, it is
essential to reduce demand by improving
the energy performance of such buildings.

Minimum Energy Efficiency
Standards
In April 2018, Minimum Energy Efficiency
Standards (MEES) will come into force

RI CS BU ILDING
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under the Energy Efficiency (Private
Rented Property) (England and Wales)
Regulations 2015, meaning that landlords
will face a significant penalty if they let
property with an F- or G-rated energy
performance certificate (EPC). The
regulations not only apply to lease
renewals, where an EPC exists, but also to
subletting, covering tenants who wish to
dispose of unwanted space.
From 1 April 2020, the regulations
will become more onerous, covering all
property leases where an EPC exists,
not just new transactions. Initially, the
regulations will target landlords of domestic
properties, but from 2023 will extend to
cover non-domestic properties as well.
Exempt properties include those that
are not required to have an EPC under
the Energy Performance of Buildings
Regulations 2012 or those with a short
or long lease; that is, briefer than
six months or greater than 99 years
respectively. Other exemptions include
the following situations:
bb all cost-effective improvement works
with a simple payback period of seven
years have been undertaken
bb a landlord cannot obtain third-party
consent, for example from the planning
authority, lender or a superior landlord
bb the improvements would devalue the
property by more than 5%.
Exemptions last for five years and to
qualify, a landlord must register the
property on the publicly maintained
Private Rented Sector Exemptions
Register, stating the reasons for doing so.
There is uncertainty as to whether
or not listed buildings are exempt from
MEES: a strict interpretation of the
regulations suggests that they should be,
because lettings involving listed buildings
are not required to have an EPC. However,
draft guidance from the government,
which has not yet been widely circulated,
would indicate otherwise.
Penalties for non-compliance with
MEES range from £2,000 to £150,000
and are based on the rateable value of
the property. There does not appear to
be any limit on the number of penalties
that can be issued.

Market response
Given the associated financial and
reputational risks, it is perhaps no
surprise that MEES have caught the
attention of property investors and
asset managers. They are proving very
resilient, having survived many rounds of
regulation-culling, and this should help to
build confidence in them in the property
sector. The survey also established that
Image © TFT

financial considerations are both a key
driver and a constraint, especially in
terms of payback periods.
With April 2018 fast approaching, we
are witnessing exponential growth in
demand for strategic MEES advice, which
entails assessing the risks and devising
portfolio-specific action plans to mitigate
any liabilities. Typically, these plans include
a programme of capital expenditure
improvements and the provision of asset
and property management tools such as
policies and guidance for suppliers and
team members.
It is important when devising these
plans to evaluate improvements to the
EPCs in the context of the intentions for
each property. Quite often a rating can
be improved when carrying out cyclical
or planned replacement works, which
can be highly cost-effective and minimise
disruption to occupants. Not only will works
improve the EPC rating, they should also
help reduce operational energy demand.
MEES do not apply to sales transactions,
but given the potential impact on an
asset’s financial performance and the
risk of disruption to future rental income,
investors are increasingly concerned with
energy performance when undertaking
their due diligence. It is essential that any
exceptional expenditure is identified, so the
prospective purchaser can factor it in to
their investment appraisal; this in turn may
entail negotiation of a discount for poorly
performing assets.
Conversely, when preparing a property
for sale, it is important to consider MEES
and take appropriate steps to mitigate
any associated risks. These could
range from carrying out works to being
sufficiently well informed to challenge
a prospective purchaser’s attempts to
negotiate a price reduction.

Looking at lease events
Lease events are increasingly seen
as an opportunity for landlords and
tenants to consider energy efficiency
improvements. For example, a break
could provide a chance for a landlord to
make improvements in consideration for
a tenant agreeing to stay or extend their
lease, not only responding to MEES but
perhaps more importantly preventing a
void in rental income.
A tenant’s fit-out or alterations might
have a detrimental impact on an EPC
rating, so property managers and
surveyors are also paying closer attention
to the impact of these. If there is scope
to improve the rating, then a conversation
with the tenant’s team could help
explore the possibility for incorporating
improvements into the scheme, especially

when the changes have no or minimal
cost impact.
When refurbishing buildings or replacing
major plant, it is essential that the scope
and cost of EPC improvement works
that can be sensibly incorporated into
the project are evaluated. Accurately
modelling improvements is therefore
essential, using all relevant data and
dynamic simulation software, and
particularly appropriate for more complex
projects or where there is a need to
secure a BREEAM rating.
Compliance with regulations is clearly
a motivation for investors and managers;
but is anything driving the market
to go beyond compliance and make
improvements that reduce occupiers’
actual energy consumption? Interestingly,
we find that financial considerations serve
as both a motivator and a barrier to taking
such measures in property portfolios.
A significant number of property
investors recognise the potential to improve
energy performance and have undertaken
audits that identify opportunities to do
so, but are then reluctant to carry out
these works. This is because they are
concerned about the return on investment
and inadequate government incentives.
Perhaps more significantly, they also lack
confidence as a result of uncertainty, policy
and regulatory complexity, and have doubts
about the quality of advice, specifically
whether it is impartial.
It is clear that appropriate policy and
regulation are vital in driving awareness,
and the fifth carbon budget has been
very helpful in this regard, providing
welcome clarity after the EU referendum.
Reassuringly, many major property
investors and asset managers are taking
a lead in implementing measures that go
beyond compliance. However, barriers
remain, with work to be done in terms
of building confidence; this principally
means further clarity is required from
government, as well as ensuring provision
of independent, impartial advice. C

Mat Lown is Partner and Head of Sustainability
at Tuffin Ferraby Taylor
mlown@tftconsultants.com

Related competencies include
Construction technology and environmental
services, Legal/regulatory
compliance, Sustainability
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A cut above

T

Jane Richardson-Hawkes explains
why London is continuing to offset carbon

he Greater London Authority
(GLA)’s Housing Supplementary
Planning Guidance, published
in March, sets out the Mayor’s
requirement for a zero-carbon
standard – a 100% carbon
reduction – in major new
residential developments in
London as of 1 October
(http://bit.ly/1R7U6oG).
This is a significant step
up from April 2014’s London
Plan Policy 5.2, which applied a 35% carbon reduction target
beyond that of Part L of the Building Regulations 2013 across
all major developments. The London Plan objective was set with
the expectation that national zero-carbon targets for homes
would be established by 2016, alongside an Allowable Solutions
framework that would enable remote offsetting where on-site
reductions have been fully maximised.
Carbon reduction requirements for major non-residential
developments remain unchanged under the supplementary
guidance, but the GLA continues to focus on achieving a
zero-carbon standard for such development in future.
In applying policy 5.2, the GLA recognised that some building
types would find it harder than others to achieve the 35% reduction
required. Consequently, its approach over the past two years has
been to require any shortfall in on-site emissions reduction to be
made up off site, or through a cash contribution to the relevant
planning authority, ringfenced to secure carbon savings elsewhere.
The price per tonne of CO2 continues to be a matter for each
London planning authority to determine. Most, however, have
opted for the Allowable Solutions rate of £60 per tonne over
30 years, equalling £1,800 per tonne to be offset. This figure
was tested by the GLA as part of its Housing Standards Review:
Viability Assessment, published in May 2015, which estimated the
impact of moving to zero-carbon homes in London in 2016 would
be an extra 1–1.4% of base build cost. This was not considered to
be “a significant determinant in the viability and the deliverability of
housing development in London” (http://bit.ly/2dSBkGT).
The Housing Supplementary Planning Guidance is clear that,
where a local planning authority applies an offset price of
£60/tonne for 30 years, no further assessment of the policy’s
viability is considered necessary. However, when there are, for
instance, adverse ground conditions or specific existing uses,
“there will remain a need for individual viability assessment
and appropriate flexibility where such circumstances can be
evidenced”. Where planning authorities determine their own
carbon price, this must also be justified by a local study.
The extent to which the London planning authorities have
engaged with the London Plan offsetting requirement was
researched and assessed for the GLA by the National Energy
Foundation in Review of Carbon Offsetting Approaches in
London, published in June (http://bit.ly/2dDHADP).
This showed that, of the 35 London planning authorities
– comprising the 32 boroughs, the City of London and two
8 DECEMBER 2 01 6 / J A NU A R Y 2 017

mayoral development corporations – 22 currently apply the
policy 5.2 requirement, with a further two likely to implement it by
the end of 2016.
Of the remaining 11 authorities, most responded that they are
using their local plan review process to determine whether or
not to implement the requirements.
However, a small number of authorities are reluctant to do
so, concerned either that it would mean going against national
policy, given that the government scrapped the requirement for
zero-carbon homes and use of Allowable Solutions in late 2015,
or that perceived viability issues could have an adverse effect on
affordable housing funding.
In terms of carbon price, 15 of the 22 carbon offsetting
authorities have relied on the price for carbon outlined in the
guidance of £60/tonne over three decades. The remaining
seven carbon-offsetting authorities have adopted alternative
prices, with four using those identified in early government
consultations on Allowable Solutions and three a locally justified
price. Westminster City Council has the highest price at £7,560,
which constitutes a one-off payment per tonne of CO2.
At the time we carried out our research, the amount of carbon
offset payments either made or due to be made to 10 London
authorities was just in excess of £4m. The types of projects
to be funded by these range from fuel poverty and energy
efficiency initiatives to residential and community building
retrofitting and low-carbon and renewable technologies for
public buildings.
Comments received from London planning authorities
confirmed that many view carbon offsetting policy as an
important tool to tackle fuel poverty, improve existing housing
stock and reduce energy consumption to address grid capacity
issues and the heat island effect. C

Jane Richardson-Hawkes is a senior energy specialist at the National Energy
Foundation
jane.richardsonhawkes@nef.co.uk

Related competencies include
Construction technology and environmental services, Sustainability
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Liz Stewart contrasts the requirements of recent English
and Scottish energy performance legislation

Adding fuel to the fire?

R

egulations aimed
at improving
the energy
performance
of commercial
properties are
following national
trends in the UK.
Property owners north and south of the
border face different regimes when it
comes to monitoring and improving the
efficiency of their assets – just as they do
when selling or leasing.
The UK Energy Efficiency Regulations
are designed to improve environmental
performance of qualifying assets and
reduce energy bills. Underpinning this
UK-wide regime is the principle that
the cost of energy-efficient measures
for qualifying properties be recouped
through long-term savings in energy bills.
Fundamental differences between the
regulations implementing this principle
north and south of the border have
triggered fears of a negative effect on the
respective commercial property markets.

The Scottish choice
The Assessment of Energy Performance
of Non-Domestic Buildings (Scotland)
Regulations 2016 (the 2016 regulations),
which came into force on 1 September,
introduce a general requirement to
monitor or improve the energy efficiency
of qualifying commercial properties in
Scotland with a floor area greater than
1,000 sq. m. Unlike the position in England
and Wales, the Scottish government failed
to prescribe a minimum energy standard,
that is, an energy performance rating that
every building must meet before it can be
leased or sold on the open market.
Instead, with few exceptions, the sale
or lease of qualifying property in Scotland
will trigger the need for the owner to
provide a prospective buyer or tenant
with a statutorily prescribed action plan,
in addition to any energy performance
certificate (EPC) already required. This plan
will identify improvement works required
to meet a target energy performance
standard, specific to each property and
established by a suitably qualified assessor.
Image © iStock

Once approved, an Action Plan must be
registered on the Scottish EPC register.
Thereafter, the owner can choose to
complete the recommended improvement
works within 42 months, or defer doing
so and record the property’s energy
consumption instead. In the latter case,
energy consumption must be monitored
and recorded annually using a statutorily
prescribed display energy certificate.
As with the action plan, this must be
logged on the EPC register, which can be
searched by any member of the public.
Responsibility for compliance with the
2016 regulations rests with the owner of
the qualifying property. Local authorities
will enforce the regulations, which can
attract a fine of £1,000 in the event of
non-compliance.

The contrast
In England and Wales, statutory
minimum energy efficiency standards
are in operation under regulations
introduced in 2015. Unlike Scotland,
these regulations apply to both domestic
and non-domestic property. With some
exceptions, it will be unlawful from
April 2018 for landlords in England and
Wales to grant or renew a new lease
or sublet qualifying properties with an
EPC rating below E. Sales are, so far,
excluded from the regime and while this
may appear controversial – in contrast to
the position north of the border – many
more properties in England and Wales
are held on long leasehold as opposed
to freehold.
To help mitigate any impact on
property values in England and Wales,
the legislation provides for some
exemptions, for example, where the
improvements to bring the energy rating
up to the minimum required would
result in a reduction of more than 5% in
property value. Such cases are not easily
identified; however, projects that result in
a reduction in the net lettable floor area
could be considered.
Exclusions also apply where
third-party consent for improvement
work cannot be obtained. In addition,
there is some recognition that older

buildings may need to be excluded if they
are incapable of meeting the minimum
standard, regardless of the extent of any
improvement works. As yet, it is unclear
to what extent the Scottish government
will mirror these exemptions.

Commentary
Holyrood has taken a distinct and,
arguably, softer approach to the
requirements imposed by Westminster
for improving the energy performance of
commercial properties.
While the Scottish legislation has
come into effect 18 months ahead of its
English counterpart, property owners
north of the border can postpone
meeting energy performance targets by
choosing to monitor energy efficiency
rather than make costly improvements.
As a result, properties that have poor
energy performance may not become
sustainably obsolete and owners north
of the border will have little incentive to
invest in improvement works – unlike their
English or Welsh counterparts.
Practical guidance regarding the
operation of the 2016 regulations is now
available from the Scottish government.
While it was hoped this would clarify
certain issues and help align the Scottish
regime with its counterpart south of the
border, this has not yet proven to be the
case leaving it unclear how differences
in the two regimes will affect respective
markets north and south of the border. b

Liz Stewart is Partner, Commercial Property at
Stronachs
liz.stewart@stronachs.com

Related competencies include
Construction technology and environmental
services, Legal/regulatory
compliance, Sustainability
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Christopher Sullivan examines the grounds
on which surveyors will be called in to help contest
lease renewals

C

ontested lease
renewals all but
disappeared during
the last recession,
as landlords were
avoiding the kinds of
redevelopment that
would necessitate
tenants leaving at lease expiry or
renewal and thus prompt disputes.
However, with today’s tenants eager to
remain in situ at a below-market rent
and landlords seeking to extract greater
value, contested renewals are now on
the increase.
Dealing with contested lease renewals
is a highly specialised area, but there
are clear avenues of work for building
surveyors with dilapidations expertise
and project management skills.

Statutory framework
Under section 30(1) of the Landlord and
Tenant Act 1954, there are a number of
grounds on which a landlord may oppose
a request for a new lease by a tenant:
a. failure to repair
b. persistent arrears
c. other reasons or breaches
d. suitable alternative accommodation
e. current tenancy created by subletting
f. demolition and reconstruction
g. own occupation.
It is fairly unusual for building surveyors
to become involved other than when
grounds a or f are invoked, but there are
of course exceptions.

Failure to repair
If this is the ground for a contest,
building surveyors are required to
appraise the physical condition of the
holding, setting out remedies and their
associated costs. This ground is broadly
akin to a form of interim dilapidations
claim, or forfeiture, though it is not
governed in the same way because there
is no guidance note to follow. In interim
dilapidations claims, the surveyor would
simply prepare a list of defects and
wants of repair: essentially, they have to
1 0 DECEMBER 2 01 6 / J A NU A R Y 2 017

Ear to the grounds
produce a fully populated and costed
Scott Schedule.
There is little point in contesting a
lease renewal on trivial defects, as the
focus should only be on very significant
breaches of covenant. Major faults with
mechanical and engineering services,
water penetration or structural damage,
for instance, are very difficult to ignore
or defend.
The key is to record the best available
evidence and present it in a logical
manner, so thorough site notes and
quality photographs are essential.
Specialist testing – for example,
mechanical and engineering validation –
may also be required.
Most claims are settled well in
advance of court proceedings, but if
the dispute remains then the surveyor
must be prepared for that possibility.
Disrepair issues and arguments will be
at the forefront here – the domain of the
dilapidations specialist. It is always possible
that, before a hearing, the tenant finally
complies and brings the property back into
a state of repair, so while the landlord will
not then get their building back it will at
least brought up to a decent standard.

Demolition and
reconstruction
Under section 30(1)(f) of the 1954 act, a
landlord may oppose an application for
a new tenancy on the ground “that on
the termination of the current tenancy
the landlord intends to demolish or
reconstruct the premises comprised in
the holding or a substantial part of those
premises or to carry out substantial work
of construction on the holding or part
thereof and [they] could not reasonably
do so without having obtained
possession of the holding”.
Where it is clear that the whole or a
substantial part of the premises are to
be demolished and/or rebuilt, there is
usually little argument to be had: the
difficulties lie where the landlord’s plans
are perceived as being more marginal.
The building surveyor is responsible for
preparing an expert report, advising on:
Image © Shutterstock

bb the extent of the proposed works –
commenting on how “substantial” they
are and whether the works amount to
construction or demolition
bb whether possession is reasonably
necessary to undertake the works.
In the absence of statutory definitions
of “construction” or “reconstruction”,
“demolition”, “substantial” and “intent”,
the surveyor must turn to case law. The
works need not be structural to qualify,
however, although it often helps in
demonstrating that they are significant.
There are typically sensitivities about
the extent of the holding, what works
are to be assessed as relevant, bearing
in mind that obligatory repair works are
not to be assessed; and the landlord’s
motives and intentions, which will require
the involvement of a legal advisor.

Caution
A major difficulty for surveyors will be the
stage at which they are brought into the
process. Often it is well under way, with
planning permission in place and a précis
of work and financial sign-off agreed.
Conversely, detailed specifications are
rarely drawn up at the time of appointment,
which can lead to a lack of clarity.
Surveyors taking on contested lease
renewal instructions must therefore
ensure they are well briefed and
thoroughly understand the legal nuances.
Otherwise, they will run the risk of an
embarrassing grilling in the witness box. C

Christopher Sullivan is a partner
at Malcolm Hollis
christopher.sullivan@malcolmhollis.com

Related competencies include
Legal/regulatory compliance
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F looding

After the floods

T

Following last winter’s floods in the north of England, have the concerns of
communities been properly addressed asks Paul Cobbing?

The winter floods of 2015–16
in the north of England were
devastating for many people
and communities, as indeed
the floods in almost every
year since 2000 have been.
In the wake of the most
recent deluges, a number of
inquiries were set up both
nationally and locally, including
the National Flood Resilience
Review, Catchment Flood
Partnerships in Cumbria and
Yorkshire, and commissions in
Calderdale and York. Many of
these have now reported or
will do so shortly.
In light of these findings, it
is timely to ask where we are
and the immediate prospects
for affected communities as
another winter comes round. Is
enough being done in the short
term, and what is the level of
ambition to tackle flooding in
future? What has changed, and
what more do we need to do?

Flood risk
management
There is a huge amount
of work under way on the
part of many organisations
to improve flood risk
management. Unlike previous

years, there is a distinctly
catchment-based approach,
managing water from where
rain falls all the way to the
sea. There is also a growing
interest in natural flood risk
management, to delay and
speed up flow through a
catchment and reduce the
peaks of water that often
cause flooding.
Nevertheless, many
communities feel disappointed
and frustrated that more has
not been done to deal with the
problem before the coming
winter, when they might have to
go through the whole trauma
again. They often feel that
everyone else is being heard
but that they struggle to get
their own concerns recognised
and, in particular, addressed.
What is our level of
ambition for residual flood
risk, especially as this is likely
to increase as the climate
changes, and what is our
target? Currently it is very
unclear from both personal
and policy perspectives
– partly because we
misunderstand the term “a
one-in-100-year flood event”,
which has a 1% probability
of occurring in a place in any
given year.
We consistently
underestimate the risks, as the
floods of the last few years
have shown. While individual
appetites for risk may vary, our
society needs to plan for the
future based on a cautious and
adaptive approach.

“
Catchment-based flood-risk

management still often seems to
be simply a useful vehicle for
people’s preferred solutions

Catchment-based flood risk
management is a welcome
development, but it still
often seems to be simply a
useful vehicle for people’s
preferred solutions, whether
these are civil engineering,
river management, property
resilience, sustainable drainage
systems, natural flood risk
management or maintenance.
There are places that
flooded last winter and would
have done so whatever
measures were in place, but
we can reduce the number
of smaller events that affect
people using a combination of
approaches including planning,
regeneration, social service
provision, public health and
education, among others.

Insurance and
development
Flooded or at-risk
communities typically have
two other major areas of
concern: insurance and
development. The UK
government and industry
insurance scheme Flood Re is
now providing better access
to affordable insurance for
households at high risk of
flooding, and we now need
to tackle small business
insurance and claims
management. We also need
to consider how Flood Re
and other insurance provision
can help reduce the impact of
flooding on people’s lives.
In terms of development,
how do we know that
buildings being constructed
today will create communities
that are safe now and in 30
years’ time? We do not – and
the little evidence available is
highly partial and incomplete.
This is a huge hole in the
system. People need to feel
that safe communities are

being created – our feedback
is that many certainly do not
feel this way at the moment.
Property resilience,
especially property-level
protection, is sometimes
described as the wild west,
with cowboy contractors
indistinguishable from those
who are legitimate. The trade
needs to be properly regulated
and systematised, with
accreditation and certification
for those who undertake
flood risk assessments for
properties. This is a matter
of urgency if we are to avoid
people being at the mercy of
unscrupulous tradespeople
after every flood.
While the local and regional
inquiries and initiatives ought
to give us some answers, a
core question remains: how
much of a priority is flooding
for each organisation?
What leadership needs to
be demonstrated in each area,
and by whom? How do we
coordinate action much more
effectively? Finally, of critical
importance, is understanding
how people and communities
can help participate in and
shape flood risk management
in their area. C

Paul Cobbing is Chief Executive at
the National Flood Forum
paul.cobbing@floodforum.org.uk

www.nationalfloodforum.org.uk

Related competencies include
Sustainability
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S ustainable buildings

Sara Wilkinson introduces RICS guidance that will help to familiarise members
with the benefits and practical issues of green roofs and walls

T

Growth potential
he first edition of the RICS Green
Roofs and Walls guidance note is
a timely publication that places
chartered surveyors in a strong
position to provide clients with
professional advice. A
multidisciplinary international
team comprising building
surveyors, a valuation surveyor, a
property management surveyor, a
green roof installer and an
engineer prepared the guidance.
It looks at green walls and roofs from the surveyor’s
perspective, encompassing technical factors, value and
community impacts. It is aimed at commercial and medium- to
high-density residential buildings, and provides information for:
bb surveyors
bb owners
bb tenants
bb property managers
bb builders and developers
bb project managers
bb facility managers
bb services consultants
bb local and national government.

Green roofs and walls are coming
Many cities around the world are adopting policies to encourage
or mandate green roofs and green walls. Green infrastructure
is an essential component of liveable, healthy cities. Roofs
represent up to 32% of horizontal surfaces in urban areas, and
a 2009 study found the Central Business District (CBD) in the
Australian city of Melbourne could retrofit around 17% of these.
A further study this year estimated that more than 16ha of CBD
wall space has potential for greening.
Benefits of such green infrastructure include:
bb improved air quality – plants emit oxygen and absorb carbon
bb large-scale reduction of the urban heat island and negative
human health impacts
bb attenuation of stormwater flows
bb improved thermal performance, reduction in carbon
emissions and heat loss to upper floors of buildings, and walls
where provided
bb lower energy costs
bb extended lifecycle for roof coverings
bb increased biodiversity habitats enabling, for instance, more
pollination of plants by insects
bb potential recreation space for workers and residents
bb potential spaces for urban food production
bb potential spaces for start-up businesses such as rooftop
cafés, cinemas or farms
12 DECEMBER 2 01 6 / J A NU A R Y 2 017

Rooftop garden at
MacQuarrie Bank
and Qantas, Sydney

Many cities around the world
are adopting policies to
encourage or mandate green
roofs and green walls
bb
bb
bb
bb
bb
bb

lower energy consumption by provision of shade
improved, water-sensitive urban design
reduced noise pollution
improved health and wellbeing for occupants
aesthetic appeal
enabling water recycling.

Types of green roof
Green roofs can be extensive, intensive, or vegetated rooftops or
rooftop gardens. Extensive roofs have substrate depths of less
than 200mm, require minimal or no irrigation and are generally
Images © MacQuarrie and Qantas; Frasers
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Removing barriers
The guidance note offers the
world’s first template for owners
to adopt when licensing rooftops
for commercial uses. Rooftops can
be income-generating spaces for
owners, and the note also proposes an
approach to valuation.
A barrier to third-party use
of rooftops has been the need
for owners to access them for
maintenance or other purposes, and
here the guidance note proposes a
licence. This does not confer exclusive
possession of the roof but allows the
owner and their representatives to
access it whenever needed.
In the licence, commencement
and termination dates are agreed, as
is an ongoing schedule of condition
and a commitment to make good
at termination. These measures
reduce owners’ concerns and provide
surveyors with a comprehensive
checklist to follow. However, all parties
should check the relevant laws in their
territory to ensure such a licence does
not inadvertently create a lease.

Assessing potential
One section covers assessment of
buildings’ potential for retrofit with a
useful checklist. It considers access,
maintenance, structural, drainage and
membrane issues, with a further section on maintenance and
property management issues for surveyors. Using the Australian
Green Star scheme as an example, the guidance note shows
how green roofs and walls can increase sustainability ratings.
With this guidance note, surveyors can be confident that they
have evaluated all issues necessary to provide comprehensive
professional advice to clients, and in this way we can enable our
cities to become more liveable. C
Green wall at Central
Park, Sydney

planted with low-growing succulents and stress-tolerant
herbaceous species. Intensive green roofs, on the other hand,
have greater variation in substrate depth, although typically they
are deeper than 200mm.
Rooftop gardens are characteristically small, containerised
garden beds (see image, left) using varying depths of substrate
and higher organic components than extensive or intensive
rooftops, and also feature recreational spaces. This enables
them to sustain a wider variety of plant species, including fruit
and vegetables, and provide amenity and recreation space for
occupants. They offer the environmental and economic benefits
of intensive green roofs without being physically incorporated
into the structure, and costs fluctuate according to site access
and use of cranes or goods lifts.

Types of green wall
Green walls refer to vegetation grown directly onto a facade, or
to vertical vegetation grown on a separate structural system that
can either be freestanding and adjacent or attached to the wall.
(see image above) Vegetation may be grown in planter boxes
and trained on a trellis system with mechanised watering.
Generally, there are two types of green wall: soil-less and
modular. Soil-less green walls occur when vertical gardens
grow on the surface of built structures. They mimic the growing
conditions found where green walls occur in nature and are
sometimes called living walls, green facades, bio-walls or vertical
vegetation. Modular green walls use pockets of plants and
climbing plants in prefabricated sections; the cost is generally
about half that of a soil-less green wall.

Sara Wilkinson FRICS is Associate Professor at the School of the Built
Environment at the University of Technology Sydney
sara.wilkinson@uts.edu.au

Green Roofs and Walls
www.rics.org/greenroofsaus
S. J. Wilkinson & T. Dixon, Green Roof Retrofit:
building urban resilience
http://bit.ly/1NWatmI
T. Croeser, ‘Biological potential in cities: An estimate from Melbourne’,
Urban Forestry & Urban Greening, 16 (2016): 84–98
http://bit.ly/1TKgOU0
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D ilapidations

An evolutionary document

T

Jon Rowling reviews the changes in the recently published 7th edition of the RICS
Dilapidations in England and Wales guidance note

he new edition of the dilapidations
guidance note represents evolution
rather than revolution. One notable
new element, however, is the advice
on diminution valuations, and other
key changes include the addition
of comment on supersession,
a response template and the
suggested text of a letter to be
sent to landlord clients asking for
confirmation of their intentions.
In line with the content of the 2014 Dilapidations Bulletin, the
guidance note suggests that building surveyors’ professional
indemnity insurers are notified that dilapidations work includes
the preparation of quantified demands and responses.
Building surveyors are also reminded, in light of the guidance
on when market-related advice will be required by the client,
that their terms and conditions should confirm that the building
surveyor does not take responsibility for such advice.

One suggestion made there is that they should be willing, under
appropriate circumstances, to endorse their valuations.
Comment is also made on circumstances in which surveyors
should be considering supersession. The note’s authors were
not so bold as to propose a definition of supersession, but it is
hoped that this section will be of use to surveyors when trying to
navigate what can, on occasion, appear an opaque concept.
A paragraph has been added to remind surveyors that a
landlord who does not complete the remedial work is not barred
from making a dilapidations claim by that lack of action.
A minor revision has also been made to one of the column
headings in the schedule of dilapidations template and is
detailed in the appendix, and alternative formats of schedule are
suggested as well.
One new section, which might have been mandatory had
the guidance note become a professional statement, is advice
to surveyors to tell their clients that either the Dilapidations
Protocol or the Practice Direction – Pre-Action Conduct is
potentially relevant to a dispute.

Quantified demands and responses

Conclusion

A new response template is included and the quantified
demand template is modified slightly; both include a suggested
endorsement and prompt the surveyor to have the documents
endorsed by those who have provided the market-related
information, such as a letting agent, valuer, or indeed the client.
Both documents also include suggested text by which the
client can prove that they have considered alternative dispute
resolution (ADR), and a preferred form of ADR can be indicated.
Again in accordance with the 2014 bulletin, guidance is
provided on circumstances when it is considered that a building
surveyor can prepare the quantified demand or response without
assistance, and circumstances when the client requires additional
market-related advice.
More detail is provided in the guidance note, but in short, if
the landlord intends to carry out the remedial work and make
no claim for consequential losses, the building surveyor can
normally prepare the quantified demand unassisted. Similarly,
the building surveyor can prepare the response unassisted if no
market-related points such as diminution are being argued.
As an attempt to minimise negotiations that may become
problematic, surveyors are reminded of the obvious point that two
people can hold different opinions even if provided with the same
evidence; good negotiators can overcome most differences.

Dilapidations practice moves on gradually. While there is
nothing revolutionary in the new guidance note, it is hoped
that the developments will assist surveyors in navigating this
complicated area of practice.
In relation to end-of-lease disputes, the Dilapidations Protocol
attracts some criticism from the professions for being too
complex, particularly for low-value disputes. If surveyors take the
time to read the protocol and the guidance note and follow the
suggested templates where appropriate, then it is hoped that the
administrative functions associated with a dilapidations dispute
can be minimised. And clients will quickly get used to hearing
that market-related advice might be required at an early stage.
However, the final point to make is that the guidance note
is neither a surveying nor a law textbook. There can be no
substitute for learning, training and experience. C

Jon Rowling is a director of Goodrow and chaired the Dilapidations Guidance
Note Working Group
jon.rowling@goodrow.co.uk

Fees
Comment is made about settlement negotiation instructions
based on percentage fees. The guidance note states that there
is nothing wrong with them in principle, but that clients should
be advised that the previous existence of the fee arrangement
might be a factor taken into account by the client’s legal team
when selecting the most appropriate surveyor to take on the
role of expert witness.
As mentioned above, there is a new chapter on diminution
valuations, and valuers undertaking these should pay heed.
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RICS Dilapidations in England and Wales, 7th edition guidance note
www.rics.org/dilapguide
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E thics

industry’s future, with greater
education and awareness
across our sectors. Ethical
values are important because:
bbthey are an anchor to
appropriate behaviours
bbthey ensure consistency
and clarity, irrespective of
changing factors such as
the state of the economy or
varied business practices in
different marketplaces.

Membership has grown
dramatically since this photo was
taken outside the UN in 2015

Fair competition
and fair gain

T

Peter Bolton King considers the need for ethics and answers
questions about the International Ethics Standards Coalition

The 2016 Rio Olympics were
hosted against a backdrop
of complex challenges facing
Brazil that hit the headlines in
the run-up to the tournament.
These included corruption,
political turmoil and the public

health crisis arising from the
Zika virus.
I have visited Brazil several
times, both for RICS and
as chair of the International
Ethics Standards (IES)
Coalition, most recently for
a major conference to talk
about international standards.
Great interest has been
shown in the coalition and
how this fast-growing group
of almost 100 professional
bodies, associations
and standards-setting
organisations is working to
create the first set of globally
applicable ethics principles for
land, real estate, construction
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and infrastructure, and major
Brazilian organisations in our
sectors have now joined us.

Why are ethics
important?
To err is human. Organisations
operating in hyper-competitive
commercial environments
are under intense pressure
to make money, and there is
thus a greater risk of ethical
breaches. Some situations
faced by built environment
professionals may not always
have clear responses.
This strengthens my belief
that professional ethics must
play a stronger role in our

People tell me that continuing
scandals in businesses and
sport are evidence that ethical
values do not work. If they did,
they argue, we would not have
so many corporate failures
and individuals who feel they
need to cheat the system.
While I can understand this
cynicism, the current context
highlights the need for more
education about business
ethics, not less.
One RICS member
commented that Enron’s
code of ethics did not stop
the huge scandal that caused
its collapse: but if Enron
had implemented the code
properly and business ethics
had played a more central role
in its corporate culture, would
the organisation still be here?
It certainly might have had a
better chance of survival.
Education about ethics and
related issues is as important
as enforcement in terms of
reducing the risk of poor
conduct. Without it, dark
corners in large and complex
companies have a stronger
chance of persisting.
A colleague reminded
me of the similarities and
differences between the
nature of competition in sport
and business, referring to a
little-reported incident that
occurred during the 2012
London games. After winning
a gold medal, a swimmer
confessed to breaking the
rules: although he was only
allowed a single dolphin
kick in the breaststroke, he
admitted to doing several
deliberately. He justified his
actions by saying the rule was
poorly policed and had to be
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broken by any competitor
who wanted to win. He was
right about the first point,
and arguably the second; the
authorities didn’t take any
action against him. Having
trained all his life for his
moment of glory, he ultimately
put personal gain first,
devaluing both his status as
a sportsman and the Olympic
ideal of fair play.

Winning in our world
Do we promise a potential
client that we will carry out
work in a certain way, with the
unspoken intention of cutting
corners to save costs?
The justification for winning
a contract in this way is that
the client got what they paid
for – if unwittingly – which
was no less than a competitor
would have delivered.
Depending on specific details,
such behaviour could well
be unethical and a breach of
contract. Any surveyor acting
in this way has forgotten what
it means to be a professional,
and devalues our profession.

Questions and
answers
Who belongs to the IES
Coalition and why?
Representative built
environment and related
professional bodies exist to
guide, enhance and promote
the professional, technical and
ethical expertise of members.
As a founding member of
the coalition, RICS believes
that bringing together
non-profit organisations from
across the sectors creates
a powerful way to undertake
extensive consultation,
combining ethical knowledge
about the built environment
and related disciplines. By
harmonising many existing
codes of conduct, the
coalition aims to establish an
overarching standard.
Do other professions have
global ethics standards?
The global accountancy
profession, for instance, is
governed by the International

Organisations operating in
hyper-competitive commercial
environments are under intense
pressure to make money and
there is a greater risk that
ethical breaches may occur
Ethics Standards Board for
Accountants (IESBA), which
issues ethical standards for
professional accountants and
its member bodies. Those
such as the Association
of Chartered and Certified
Accountants and Institute
of Chartered Accountants
in England and Wales are
required to comply with the
IESBA code of ethics.

but does not have a direct
enforcement role.
All the existing IES Coalition
members already have their
own code or rules of ethics.
It will be up to individual
organisations to ensure
compliance with the ethics
standard and each will have
different disciplinary and
enforcement mechanisms.

The IES document was
drafted by an independent
standards-setting committee
(SSC), which was appointed
by the coalition. How did they
decide on its scope?
This is the first global exercise
of its kind for these sectors,
and the IES SSC sought to
align and identify universal
fundamental principles as a
basis on which to develop
the first international
ethics standards for land,
real estate, construction
and infrastructure. Each
organisation that belongs
to the coalition agreed to
implement the final standard
and is likely to provide advice
to their members about
related ethics issues.

How can global principles
be applied across complex
world regions?
International standards
such as those operated
by the IESBA are based
on principles, not rules.
This makes them globally
applicable: professionals have
to think carefully about their
specific application and must
exercise sound professional
judgement in deciding on the
correct behaviour and action.
The IES SSC undertook
a three-month global
consultation, which attracted
nearly 400 formal responses
from many countries. We
believe this feedback and
proactive consultation will
help ensure the final standard
can be understood by all.

Don’t ethics codes need
a central enforcement
authority in order to
work successfully?
Of course enforcement plays
a strong role in regulation.
Setting ethics standards for
2.5m accountants globally has
been a crucial role performed
by IESBA since it was set up
in 1977. Its board provides
adoption and implementation
support and promotes good
ethical practices globally,

Are the participating
organisations expected to
give up the codes of conduct
that they already have in
favour of the IES?
The coalition aims to
introduce, at an international
level, one shared set of
values reflecting principles on
which the entire profession
can agree, and to which all
existing codes of conduct will
conform. They will be free to
retain their own more detailed

codes if they wish, on the
understanding that they do
not conflict with IES.

Comments from
coalition trustees
One UK-based IES Coalition
trustee, Peter Robinson of the
Association of International
Property Professionals,
said: “In the fast-moving
and ever-changing world of
international property sales,
ethics are vitally important to
remind the profession where
the true ‘North Star’ of fixed
standards lies.
“These should be
transparent and unify trade
and consumers, underwriting
any sensible company.”
Trust can mean different
things in different cultures,
but another IES Trustee,
lawyer Eric Finn from the
International Right of Way
Association in the USA,
commented: “Of primary
interest to all real-estate
professionals is to be a
trusted advisor to their clients
and the general public.
“A common grounding in
ethical behaviour, at the local
community level and on a
global scale, is essential to
establish such trust.” C

Peter Bolton King FRICS is RICS
Property Standards Director
pboltonking@rics.org

The International Ethics Standards
are available at
https://ies-coalition.org/
RICS has issued comprehensive
guidance at
www.rics.org/
responsiblebusiness
A full toolkit about RICS’ existing
ethics principles can be found at
www.rics.org/ethics
Extensive guidance on conflicts of
interest is forthcoming.

Related competencies include
Conduct rules, ethics and
professional practice
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Vivien King considers the implications for re-instatement clauses of lease renewal
in demised premises that have been altered by tenants

Altered
states

M

any commercial
leases enable
a tenant to
conduct physical
alterations to the
premises demised:
some works
require landlord’s
consent, some do not. Certain leases, or
licences to conduct alterations, require the
tenant to remove some or all alterations at
the lease end and restore the premises to
the physical state at commencement.
This article is not concerned with the
meaning and effect of those covenants,
neither with when nor how the landlord
should make their request to restore
the premises to their original condition.
Instead, it focuses on the problems that
can arise if and when the tenant remains
in occupation of its altered premises
pursuant to a new lease.
The new lease may follow a tenant’s
request for one under Part II of the
Landlord and Tenant Act 1954, but does
not always do so. The landlord and tenant
may simply agree, outside the provisions
of the act, that a new lease should be
granted after expiry of the old, or that
the old lease may be surrendered by the
tenant to enable the parties to enter a
restructured agreement.

Protracted negotiations
Whatever the reason and procedure,
negotiations will almost certainly have
been protracted, usually in relation to
rental levels, and little thought will have
been given to the premises to be demised.
The tenant was, after all, in occupation
and knew the premises well, and the
landlord will have made sure that the
tenant continues to keep and yield up
the premises in repair with alterations
removed at the lease end. What would the
parties say, however, if reminded that the
premises demised pursuant to the new
lease will be those premises as they exist
at the commencement of the new term?
Let us look at an example. A certain
premises originally consisted of four
floors of open office space constructed
1 8 december 2 0 1 6 / january 2 0 1 7

around a central core that contained
lifts, stairs and toilets. The tenant took
up occupation of the premises pursuant
to a five-year lease granted in 2005.
They installed throughout the building
raised floors and suspended ceilings
that contained a new heating and air
conditioning system, modern lighting and
communication systems.
They also installed a large reception
desk on the ground floor with partitioned
meeting rooms, service rooms – including
a small kitchen enabling reception staff
to offer refreshments to visitors – and
wardrobes for visitors’ outdoor clothes,
bags and so on. The remaining floors
were partitioned to give small, individual
offices on floor one and open space on
floors two and three, each containing
work space, staff eating facilities, internal
meeting rooms and break-out areas.
This fit-out suited the particular
tenant, but the landlord was anxious
that the premises be restored to open
office space at the lease end. They
therefore imposed a re-instatement
clause requiring the tenant to remove
their alterations at the lease end and to
conduct all necessary repairs.

New tenancy
In 2010, the tenant requested a new
tenancy and negotiations ensued. The
new lease was granted in 2011, on
the same terms and conditions as the
original lease excepting as to rental
level, and expired in 2016. At lease end
the landlord’s building surveyor served
a schedule of dilapidations requiring
the tenant to remove the totality of its

2005 fit-out. The tenant refused. While
they recognised that they must yield up
the premises in repair, they did not, they
claimed, have to remove their alterations:
none had been made since 2011.
The identity of the property demised
by a lease depends on the way the
documentation is constructed but, as
Nicholas Dowding and Kirk Reynolds
point out in Dilapidations: The Modern
Law and Practice, “The description of the
demised premises in the lease must also
be read in the light of the objective facts
reasonably available to the parties at the
date of the lease.” Unless the lease states
otherwise, the facts will dictate that the
demise is as it existed at the date of the
new lease – that is, in our example, with
the tenant’s alterations in place.
The parties could, of course,
agree otherwise: it will be a matter of
negotiation between them. Equally, the
parties’ building surveyors could bring
this matter to their respective clients’
attention, for instance agreeing works to
be conducted pursuant to the old lease
and advising that a schedule of works
to be conducted at the lease expiry be
annexed to the new lease. So: be alert,
warn and advise. C

Vivien King is a consultant to Malcolm Hollis
vivienking@malcolmhollis.com

Related competencies include
Legal/regulatory compliance
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More risky business

H

In the second of a three-part series on site risks, Gary Blackman looks at the
visit itself
aving undertaken our
desk-based generic risk
assessment and carefully
filed this away (see
Building Surveying Journal
July/August 2016, p.13), it is
now time to venture out on site.
This is undoubtedly the most
dangerous part of our job.
While many of us are aware
that we would not be able to
enter larger construction sites
without an induction, which normally includes watching a video
then donning full personal protective equipment (PPE) before
being escorted around, the vast majority of sites do not have
the same rigour in their health and safety procedures; in fact,
some may have very few such procedures at all.

Assessing risk
So what do we as surveyors need to consider before entering
the site?
We may not be able to see from the road whether the site is
safe, so we might need to stick our heads in to check things out.
Appropriate PPE must be our first priority, which we would have
assessed in our generic risk assessment and taken with us. For
guidance, the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) has produced
a very useful brief guide to PPE (http://bit.ly/1jmW081).
As we walk through the main entrance and look for the site
office, we will be undertaking dynamic risk assessments on all
the potential hazards around us. We are going to be considering
lots of things: is there adequate signage to direct us? Are
materials stored safely? Is there moving machinery? Some of
us may be undertaking the inspection in the role of principal
designer, so we will have an added responsibility.
Once we have made it safely into the site office, we should not
stop our dynamic risk assessments; sometimes, the condition of
the office will reflect how well the site is run. Can we see the HSE’s
F10 – Notification of construction project, if the project is notifiable?
Are there HSE posters on display? Do we have to sign in?
Assuming we are happy that any hazards thus far are
manageable, the risk of injury seems negligible and we are signed
in, we can now proceed with the inspection proper. We are not,
however, finished with our dynamic risk assessments yet.
As part of the visit, we may have to inspect at height, which is
normally accessed via a scaffold; from an initial look, does this
appear safe? Can we see a scaffold inspection tag? When was it
last inspected?
Once on the scaffold, can we see whether the contractor is
storing materials on this? Do the work activities appear to be
undertaken safely?

Hidden hazards
Not only do we have to consider access and activities around
us, we must also consider the hidden hazards. While the site

Image © Gary Blackman

As we walk through the main
entrance and look for the site
office, we will be undertaking
dynamic risk assessments on all
the potential hazards around us
we are using is unoccupied, the likelihood of rats and pigeons
frequenting parts of it is high. Therefore, there can be a
significant risk of Weil’s disease and tetanus. I always carry a
bottle of antiseptic handwash with me on site that has proved
invaluable on a number of occasions.
While the vast majority of times our site inspections will
be free of incident, there are ways we can improve our site
awareness at very little cost.
The Construction Skills Certification Scheme is a great way of
doing so, and costs less than £100 to complete, including a book
with sample questions and answers: the cost for taking the exam
is £19, the book costs £30 and the card – once you have passed
– is another £30.
There are a number of test centres around the country,
normally associated with those assessing driving theory. The
test lasts an hour and involves answering around 40 questions
randomly selected from six sections on subjects ranging from
environmental awareness to demolition. Assuming we answer
sufficient questions correctly, we are entitled to a card to show
we have reached a suitable level of competence and are sitesafe. As far as I am concerned, this is a win–win situation: not
only do we get a card, we can also record this as formal CPD. C
In the final article in the series, we will consider assessing risks
after the visit.
Gary Blackman is a director in building consultancy at
Lambeth Smith Hampton
gblackman@lsh.co.uk
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By design not accident

T

Paul Bussey explains the rationale for doing CDM Differently

he most controversial and
significant change made in
the Construction (Design and
Management) Regulations 2015,
or CDM Regulations, was the
creation of the new principal
designer (PD) function, intended
to match during pre-construction
phases the role of the principal
contractor, who is in control
during project execution. The
PD, unlike the now superseded
construction, design and management coordinator (CDMC)
function, is not generally an individual but a corporate role, which
should ideally be executed by the “designer in control of the
pre-construction phase”, according to the regulations.
The Health and Safety Executive (HSE)’s long-term intention
is to have active lead designers who already work on the project
carrying out their own duties but also taking on the CDM
integration of other designers. For highly engineered projects
such as nuclear power stations, pharmaceutical factories or
infrastructure, it makes sense to appoint a PD who has the
required skills, knowledge and experience, as indeed it does on
architectural projects, to discharge the complex mix of aesthetic
and technical designer duties.

Overzealous misrepresentations
However, largely as a result of overzealous misinterpretations
of the 1994 and 2007 CDM Regulations by certain sectors,
designers have been discouraged from taking on the
responsibility of a health and safety role. The perception of
a tick-box culture has subverted something intended to be
embedded in the day-to-day architectural process into a
risk-averse, bureaucratic and external role.
The position of CDMC did not actually constitute a creative
design role, because it largely involved challenging designers’
proposals and asking for designer risk assessment documents,
which were then simply coordinated into larger spreadsheets.
The design complexity of other significant factors was
subsequently lost among myriad routine risks and the frenzy to
identify the safest solution.
This approach has been fuelled by misunderstandings
of the General Principles of Prevention and the Working at
Height hierarchy, whereby safety procedures intended for
manufacturing and construction work have been misinterpreted

“
Misconceived reduction of risk

where it cannot be eliminated
has diminished the design intent
of achieving the safest solution
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in the architectural design process. Thus the need to eliminate
risk has been assumed to mean the avoidance of unusual or
new design concepts because they are deemed too unsafe. This
misconceived reduction of risk where it cannot be eliminated has
led to a continual diminution of the design intent to achieve the
perceived safest solution.

Rigorous training
This unintended consequence has been exacerbated by those
who have painted designers as arrogant and disdainful of
occupants’ and operatives’ health and safety on their projects.
The fact that architects undergo rigorous academic, ethical and
professional training for a minimum of seven years, including a
proportionate amount of CDM and health and safety training, is
totally missed by these critics.
Professional architects have to achieve a very detailed
understanding of design, including structural and services
integration, as well as an awareness of sustainability, town
planning and Building Regulations requirements and a huge
array of other skills such as computer-aided design and building
information modelling.
Of even greater importance, though, is the field of aesthetics,
which is generally a mystery to the other design team members,
and includes the integration of all the above factors into a
cohesive and visually appropriate composition. Architects
cannot, of course, be experts on all these other design issues
but need an overview of each as well as an understanding of
their own limitations. These gaps can be filled by additional CPD
or training, or proportionate advice from external experts.

“CDM Differently”
CDM Differently is an initiative based on the thinking of
Australian academic Sidney Dekker. It has been developed in
collaboration between senior designers and practitioners from
the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA), the Institution
of Civil Engineers, designers and practitioners, including Tony
Putsman, Vice-Chair of the Construction Industry Council, and
the author, all of whom have considerable health and safety
expertise, experience and training.
It is intended to be a common-sense, intuitive and
collaborative process to integrate CDM into architectural
projects, and can be carried out practically by professionally
qualified architects with sufficient skills, knowledge and
experience, as recognised by the RIBA, with additional PD
training if considered necessary.
In the context of an architectural project, CDM Differently
encourages the lead, active designer to incorporate the
significant, project-specific health and safety and CDM issues
into the creative design concept right from the start.
Hazards need to be identified early and recorded on site
drawings, where they should be clearly highlighted among
all other details. There should also be strategic briefing
input on these hazards from relevant parties, including the
client, statutory authorities and other consultants. With an
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understanding of both the site infrastructure and the team, a
conceptual, architectural design can start to evolve, and the
significant design issues can be identified and overlaid.
The combination of site knowledge, client brief and
architectural aspirations are synthesised by the team into a
design that integrates all these factors and CDM issues, to
ensure that the risk level for the project is tolerable. This process
should be proportionate to the scale and complexity of what
are perceived to be the significant health and safety risks, not
counting commonplace construction risks.
It is recognised that some large projects have relatively
simple risk profiles, whereas certain smaller projects face more
complex issues. The reverse is of course possible as well, but it
is for the project team to spend a proportionate amount of time
and effort avoiding, minimising or controlling significant risks and
recording the key issues in an appropriate manner.
To ensure clear information and enable collaboration, CDM
Differently discourages too much narrative detail in favour
of a combination of annotated drawings, sketches, images,
photographs and diagrams, which together clearly explain the
significant CDM issues and their context to all project and
third-party personnel.
The tolerability of each significant risk is established and
noted for future reference during redesign, revisions and value
engineering, maintenance or refurbishment phases, or for
third-party use in the event of a CDM review, audit or HSE
inquiry. This procedure and the document together encapsulate
the legal processes of “reasonable foreseeability and

practicability” required by the regulations and, if these are
properly followed and recorded, are acceptable to the HSE and
the courts in the event of an accident or potential prosecution.
The HSE recognises that while designers can help to avoid
and minimise risks, these cannot ever be entirely eliminated and
accidents can still happen. Proof that the team has gone “as far
as reasonably practicable”, is, however, sufficient.
This creative process is documented in Healthy design,
creative safety, a report from the HSE, RIBA and the University
of Sheffield published in 2012 (http://bit.ly/2duQXYB) and
CDM 2015: A Practical Guide for Architects and Designers,
written by the author and published last year. Both of these
encourage excellent design with proportionate provision for
health and safety. C

Paul Bussey is an architect and technical consultant at
Alford Hall Monaghan Morris
pbussey@ahmm.co.uk

Related competencies include
Health and safety, Legal/regulatory compliance

Role modelling a diverse
profession

R

ole models are very
powerful. They
can motivate us,
teach us, unlock
our potential
and overcome
barriers. And we
are all potential role
models – with skills and experiences that
would be hugely valuable to share with
others. We have a responsibility to share
our knowledge and experiences to help
inspire the next generation.
A key part of the RICS diversity and
inclusion campaign Surveying the Future
is to promote role models. We need to
take multiple different approaches to
create a profession that better reflects
the varied societies and individuals
whom we serve. Everyone needs the
opportunity to choose their path and, for
some groups in society, it remains the
case that there are fewer opportunities
than there should be.
Images © iStock

Young people from black, Asian and
minority ethnic backgrounds, for
example, often have a more
limited number of role
models, and so choose
their life path from a
narrow range of options.
Employers too have a
limited number of role
models. With boards being
stereotypically full of white,
middle-class men who went to
university, these are often qualities
they seek in new members.
There is no quick fix for ensuring
diversity in our profession when our
professionals are far from representative
of society as a whole. It will take
a combined effort from business,
government and individuals. However,
role models actively demonstrate that
barriers can be overcome. The more we
celebrate individual success, the easier it
becomes to surmount barriers.

This role modelling can also be
formalised through mentoring. To
kick-start the process, we are
delighted to be launching
an international mentoring
initiative between the UK
and South Africa. This is
part of our commitment to
support colleagues around
the world in developing a
more diverse profession.
We believe that international
collaboration enables us to share
the opportunities and challenges of
fostering diversity. The hope is that this
idea will spread globally.
Ultimately, we can all be role models if
we are proud of what we do, remember
what others have done for us and pay it
forward. The idea is to climb the ladder
and bring someone with you as you do. C
Amanda Clack is RICS President
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U P DATE

Standards

UPDATE

International Standards
International Property
Measurement Standards:
Residential

n https://ipmsc.org/standards/
residential/

International Ethics Standards

APC online platform
Many candidates often
express concern about
the different challenges
they face when trying to
complete their APC tasks,
such as time management,
how to demonstrate
competencies and how to
prepare effectively for the
final assessment.
In response, RICS has
launched Compass, an
online platform that gives
access to bite-sized learning and other
training resources, which will help you with
your assessment activities and enable you
to gain the knowledge and skills that you
need in order to be fully prepared for the
final assessment.
The main features of Compass include
the following.
bb My Resources: a tailor-made training
package with content targeted to your
personal APC learning needs, to ensure
you can access support quickly and easily.
bb Messaging system: identifies relevant
upcoming courses that will help with your
APC progression.
bb Competency encyclopaedia: providing
an insight into what the RICS competencies
mean in the context of your role, this will
help you understand the expertise that you
need to demonstrate in your assessments.
bb Course browser: a dedicated section
for you to manage your training, where you
can track courses you are taking or have
completed, and browse others to help you

Recently published

Dilapidations guidance note,
7th edition
n www.rics.org/dilapguide

BIM for Building Surveyors,
guidance note, 1st edition
n www.rics.org/bimsurveyors

Forthcoming

Conflicts of Interest
professional statement
develop the skills you need in order to pass
your APC.
bb CPD tracker: the personal CPD record
will help you to track the hours you have
completed and identify skills you need to
develop further.
bb Final assessment: RICS training
materials are readily available to help
enhance your knowledge so you can
achieve MRICS status.
bb Ethics course: this e-learning
course has been designed to test your
understanding of RICS’ ethical standards.
Compass will enrol and track your
progress automatically, all you need to do
is complete it.
As a candidate, you have automatic access
to the website – visit rics.org/compass and
log in through your RICS account.
Irena Andrisevic is an RICS digital
marketing executive
iandrisevic@rics.org

Surveying data digitally
App developer GoReport
has published The
value and importance of
data in surveying. The
report, which explains
the growing value of
survey data gathered
electronically, says:
“The digital revolution in
surveying won’t happen

overnight. But it has
already begun, and
surveyors getting involved
early have an advantage.
“The starting point
is when they move
towards capturing and
storing survey data
electronically rather than
by pencil and paper.
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Publishing soon.
n www.rics.org/uk/footer/
international-standards

Proven technology is
already available now to
capture, edit and publish
survey information and
is being increasingly
widely adopted by many
surveying practices.
There is no reason to
delay getting involved.”
n http://bit.ly/25nMtqa

n www.rics.org/standards

Building Surveying
Conference 2017
27 April, QEII Centre, London

To register your interest early, visit:
n www.rics.org/bsconf

RICS training
6 December, London

Carbon management in the built
environment
n www.rics.org/
carbonmanagement
13 December, London

Common defects in Victorian
houses
n www.rics.org/victoriandefects
17 January, London

Dilapidations: claims, obligations
and settlement mechanisms
n www.rics.org/dilapidationsclaims

Net zero
buildings
The World Green Building Council has
launched a strategy to encourage net
zero buildings by 2050. Buildings are
responsible for a significant carbon
output, so reducing their emissions
remains pivotal to meeting global targets.
n http://bit.ly/28VDGDL
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Lucile Kamar sets out the case for a more diverse workforce, and looks at how
RICS is helping members to make it a reality

I

Diverse and dynamic

It is estimated that, by
2028, women will control
close to 75% of worldwide
discretionary spending
(http://bit.ly/2gZyYpG).
Women are already becoming
increasingly influential as
clients and the surveying
profession is facing a skills
shortage with an ageing
demographic, according to
the recent RICS Surveying the
Future research. RICS report
Our Changing World: Let’s be
ready highlighted that one
of the key areas employers
wanted RICS to address in
conjunction with them was the
“war for talent”.
The sector currently suffers
from a perception that it is
not diverse enough: just nine
property businesses made
it on to a 2015 list of the
UK’s 100 most gay-friendly
workplaces compiled by the
charity Stonewall. Moreover,
recent gender dynamics
suggest it will likely be at least
another 40 years before the
number of female chartered
surveyors comes close to
equalling the number of males.
RICS qualified membership
statistics tell us:
bbthat only 13% of surveyors
are female, with 19% of
commercial surveyors and
17% of residential surveyors
being women

bbthat 1.2% of surveyors are
from Black, Asian or minority
ethnic backgrounds
bbthat those with disabilities
make up fewer than 1% of
the profession
bbwe have no data for lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender
(LGBT) surveyors.

Inclusive Employer
Quality Mark
RICS has a duty and an
ambition to act as a catalyst
for change across the
profession. One way RICS
is contributing is through
the RICS Inclusive Employer
Quality Mark (IEQM).
Launched just over a year
ago, the IEQM has recently
reached its 110th signatory,
and now covers more than
140,000 people in total.
The IEQM is the benchmark
for inclusion and diversity
in land, property and
construction, and is based
on six principles: leadership
and vision; recruitment; staff
retention; staff development;
staff engagement; and
continuous improvement. The
mark is designed to change
behaviour by encouraging all
firms, large and small, to look
carefully at their employment
practices and put inclusivity at
the heart of what they do.
An inclusive workforce
is a competitive workforce,
mirroring both their clients
and the community. The
report Diversity Matters
(http://bit.ly/mckdiversity)
from McKinsey & Company
looked at the relationship
between diversity levels
and companies’ financial
performance. The numbers
speak for themselves.

Companies in the top
quartile for gender diversity
are 15% more likely to have
financial returns above their
respective national industry
medians. Creating a diverse
and inclusive environment
therefore makes business
sense, and is also in line with
the Equality Act 2010.
Companies in the built
environment are at different
stages of progress towards
being diverse and inclusive.
A common request from
our members and members
firms however, was to
create a place where they
could share best practice.
It was felt that learning
from business leaders and
external organisations would
embed diversity and inclusion
principles in their workplace.

Online hub
We have therefore revamped
our diversity website by
creating the first professional
hub of best practice and
case studies. This has been
described by our members
as the “missing piece of the
puzzle”, proving that putting
diversity and inclusion
measures and policies in
place does not have to be a
time-consuming or
resource-intensive process.
This is very much in line
with RICS’ ambition to support
our members and their firms
in diversity and inclusion. We
continue to lead the way by
promoting this agenda, and
welcome contributions from
all practices, so do please get
in touch if you would like to
take part.
We are also inviting
professionals to join us for a

series of UK-wide networking
lunches in the regions,
concentrating on improving
diversity and inclusion
practices in land, property
and construction. Each lunch
will feature a panel of industry
representatives discussing
topics related to one of the
principles of the IEQM. Visit
rics.org/diversity to find an
event near you.
Finally, we are committed to
ensuring that our profession
is as open and inclusive as
possible, and we believe
that this comes about by
empowering members
and organising events. For
example, in October we
celebrated Coming Out Day
at RICS HQ in Westminster
for the LGBT community and
its allies.
RICS is ready to offer
advice, guidance and support
to firms, and we continue
to lead the way by driving
the diversity and inclusion
agenda in the profession. To
advance responsible business
practices, we have embarked
on a number of initiatives to
improve diversity and inclusion
throughout the property, land
and built environment sectors.
Do get involved now, and
if you have any questions or
comments, please contact me
at the email address below. b

Lucile Kamar is RICS
Equalities Manager
lkamar@rics.org
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L egal

Laurence Cobb considers how natural
justice, enforceability of awards and the issue
of costs apply in adjudication

Adjudication
matters

T

The case of Beumer Group UK
Limited v Vinci Construction
UK Limited [2016] EWHC
2283 (TCC) concerned
the appearance of fairness
when the same adjudicator
was acting on simultaneous
adjudications between parties
in a related dispute.
Beumer had commenced
two adjudications, one
against Vinci under the main
contract and also a second
adjudication against the
sub-subcontractor, Beumer
itself being the subcontractor.
Both adjudications were
conducted at the same time.
Although separate, these
went before the same
adjudicator, but neither
Beumer nor the adjudicator
notified Vinci of the other
process; furthermore, at
no time did the adjudicator
disclose to Vinci that he was
acting simultaneously as
an adjudicator on another
dispute in which Beumer was
a party.
Vinci challenged the award,
arguing that the adjudicator’s
involvement in both processes

meant that he must have
had or acquired background
knowledge that Vinci had no
opportunity to consider or
make submissions regarding,
insofar as this may have
affected its position in the
adjudication with Beumer.
In particular, it was Vinci’s
claim that Beumer had taken
factually inconsistent positions
in the two adjudications, of
which the adjudicator must
have been aware thanks to his
double role.

Natural justice rules
Bearing in mind that following
an adjudication either party
can have a second bite at
the cherry by going to court
or arbitration, depending on
the provisions in the contract
as to the ultimate forum for
dispute resolution, the starting
point is nevertheless that both
parties are generally reluctant
to support an application
to challenge adjudication
enforcement, in accordance
with the rules of natural justice.
These rules can be seen
to have two elements: one
being that a party must have
an opportunity to present its
own case, and the other that
the matter is decided by an
impartial tribunal. In this case,
both elements were raised
although the focus was on the
former, fair hearing point.
The judge found that the
adjudicator should have
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disclosed to Vinci that he
was also acting on another
related matter at the same
time as he was on its dispute.
Therefore, his failure to
disclose his appointment
was a serious issue. Some
appointing bodies such as
RICS address this point by
requiring the adjudicator to
state that they “are required
to disclose involvement
or potential conflicts of
interests to the RICS prior
to nomination” [source of
quote?] Here, the adjudicator
had been named as one of
three potential adjudicators in
the contract itself.
The judge found that
Beumer had advanced
factually inconsistent
cases in each of the two
adjudications, depriving Vinci
of the opportunity of making
any submissions in that
regard; that Vinci should have
been given the right to seek
and see any material in the
related adjudication; and that
the adjudicator should have
disclosed that he was acting
on another matter at the
same time that included the
same party.

Unenforceable
award
To be fair to the adjudicator,
there was no criticism of his
conduct in either adjudication
or of his approach, but the
lack of disclosure constituted
Image © Shutterstock

a breach of natural justice
and was an unenforceable
award. Parties need to take
great care in whom they
appoint or agree to appoint
as adjudicators, particularly if
they are in a position where
they may have claims both
upstream and downstream.
Adjudicators may also be
asked, before the agreement
of their appointment, about
their existing and previous
involvement with the parties to
the adjudication. One should
also give due consideration,
when adjudicators or
adjudication boards are going
to be named in contracts, as
to whether it is sensible to
name the same adjudicator in
both main and subcontracts.
Perhaps of wider relevance
is the proposition that not
only must justice be done,
it must also be seen to be
done, not only in the context
of an adjudication but also
in that of the role of certifier
or decision-maker under a
construction contract. Great
care should be taken when
carrying out a role not to wear
two hats or make different
representations to different
parties that are inconsistent.

Costs
The case of Lulu Construction
Limited v Mulalley & Co
Limited [2016] EWHC 1852
(TCC) centred on whether the
issue of adjudication costs
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could be considered by an
adjudicator, as these were
not included in the wording of
the original dispute referred.
The judge took the view that
the costs claim was clearly
connected with and related
to the referred dispute and
therefore must be considered
part of it. The adjudicator
therefore had jurisdiction to
decide the issue.
As well as emphasising the
need to be very clear about
what is being referred when
a matter goes to dispute, the
case also raised the issue of

whether costs and interest
are potentially recoverable in
an adjudication. The conflict
in this area relates to a
mismatch in the legislation.
Section 108A of the
Construction Act 1996 in
summary takes the position
that, apart from the ability
to allocate their own fees
and expenses between
the parties, an adjudicator
does not have power to
award wider costs, so that
when a party embarks on
an adjudication the general
wisdom is that it must bear

Adjudication costs are an
area of which to be wary in
considering the drafting of
construction contracts and
overall financial consequences

its own costs of that exercise
regardless of the outcome.
However, section 5A(2A)
of the Late Payment Of
Commercial Debts (Interest)
Act 1998, as amended by the
Late Payment Of Commercial
Debts Regulations 2013,
potentially enables a claim
that under such a provision
it may be possible to recover
adjudication costs.
There are various
arguments as to the
interpretation and
precedence of these two
potentially conflicting pieces
of legislation. The more
popular view is that subject
to the contrary agreement
of the parties, save for
their fees and expenses an
adjudicator does not have
power to award costs in an
adjudication. However, as
matters currently stand, the
case law is undecided in
detail by the courts.

Lulu may not enable you to
shout for costs, but these are
clearly an area of which to
be wary, both in considering
the drafting of construction
contracts and the overall
financial consequences of
embarking on an adjudication.
This pair of cases shows
that while the law continues
to evolve, there will remain
inevitable areas of uncertainty
around the edges of the
adjudication process. So if
you take a step back and ask
yourself the question, “Does
this instinctively feel wrong?”
it may well mean that your
instincts are correct. b

Laurence Cobb is a partner at law
firm Taylor Wessing
lcobb@taylorwessing.com
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APC

Ewan Craig, a speaker at the RICS annual It’s Your APC conference, offers guidance
on the Sustainability competency

S

Save your energy

ustainability is one
of the mandatory
competencies for the
building surveying
APC, but it may be
taken at a higher
level as an optional
competency as well.
Sustainability
has an influence on many aspects of
construction, such as the use of energy,
carbon and other resources. It can be
viewed as integral to good practice in the
technical competencies, as follows.
bb Construction technology and
environmental services: the availability
and synergy of technology and services to
minimise or negate environmental impact.
bb Design and specification: selection
of materials, components or systems to
minimise or negate environmental impact
while providing a fit-for-purpose property.
bb Conservation and restoration: to
minimise or negate environmental impact
in maintaining or restoring historic fabric.

The levels
The requirements for this competency by
level are as follows.
At Level 1
Show knowledge and understanding
of why and how sustainability seeks
to balance economic, environmental
and social objectives at global, national
and local levels in the context of land,
property and the built environment.
At Level 2
Provide evidence of the practical
application of sustainability appropriate to
your area of practice, and of awareness
of the circumstances in which specialist
advice is necessary.
At Level 3
Show evidence of reasoned advice given
to clients and others on the policy, law and
best practice of sustainability in your field.
You should be familiar with the
sustainability issues in your submission
26 DECEMBER 2 01 6 / J A NU A R Y 2 017

documents, and be ready to address
questions on them and on related matters.

Questions
Actual questions are based on the
candidate’s experience, which should
be at Level 2 but could exceed this. Two
examples are given below.
Please explain your involvement
in refurbishing building X and the
BREEAM assessment.
This question is aimed at Level 2
candidates, but it could be extended
to Level 3 if you prepared reasoned
advice for the client. The answer should
explain pertinent issues to support your
application of knowledge.
This project included internal and
external alterations, new windows,
re-roofing, lighting and other
improvements to the commercial block.
The client instructed that the block be
assessed as “very good” by BREEAM.
It is vital to involve the stakeholders and
encourage them to focus on the project’s
targets as early as possible, as BREEAM
advises. I instigated the bringing together
of the BREEAM assessor and other
parties at meetings from the early briefing
stages and throughout the design process.
The client was a freeholder and occupier,
so unusually the works covered all four
parts of the BREEAM UK Non-domestic
Refurbishment and Fit-out 2014 scheme:
1. Fabric and Structure
2. Core Services
3. Local Services
4. Interior Design.
I worked closely with the BREEAM
assessor to prepare the cost implications
and payback of the available options
to rule out some design team options
at an early stage and help decisions
on the final design. Example energy
consumption savings include a reduction
in heating and cooling from improved
external wall insulation. Consumption
was further reduced by increasing the
use of natural light, with a new light well,
improved fenestration and LEDs. The

predicted capital costs were used at the
design stage assessment. The client was
pleased with the final building, which did
achieve a BREEAM “very good” rating.
Please describe how you dealt with the
sustainability issues in lifecycle costing
for the construction of building D.
This is aimed at Level 2 candidates as
well. You should show the issues that you
considered in applying your knowledge.
I was part of the design team involved
in the construction of the shell and core
of building D, from BREEAM stages 1 to
4. covering lifecycle costing and servicelife planning. I prepared and provided
lifecycle costs at concept design stage,
incorporated maintenance, occupation
and service life costs, to BSI requirements.
This helped the project team identify areas
to review and improve the building.
The revisions improved the design,
providing longer-life roofing, better
performance and a superior maintenance
regime. I prepared the more detailed
envelope component lifecycle costing at
technical design stage, which supported
specification changes to the window and
cladding system to maximise the critical
value of the final design. The client was
pleased with the final building, which
achieved a BREEAM rating of “excellent”.

Care
Given the time constraints of the
APC, your answer should be brief but
comprehensive. Care should be taken to
demonstrate your own skills, abilities and
knowledge to the assessors. C

Ewan Craig is an APC assessor and Associate
with Ridge and Partners LLP
e.craig@ridge.co.uk

For details on the APC pathway guide for
building surveyors, please visit
http://bit.ly/1qBVUhw

Related competencies include
Construction technology and environmental
services, Design and specification
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Two cheers
for the
legislators

T

Duncan McCallum is Policy Director
at Historic England

Back to basics

Cover Line

The British heritage sector
will mark two significant
anniversaries in 2017, and
those of us who share a
passion for conservation
should be celebrating both.
The first date to
commemorate is 1947,
when the Town and
Country Planning Act
enabled the government to
draw up a list of buildings
of special architectural or
historic interest.
It was not until the Town
and Country Planning Act
1968 that the necessary
processes for listed
building protection were
eventually implemented,
but this legislation was only
able to do so on the firm
foundations laid in 1947.
Seventy years and
376,000 listings later, we
have a system that has,
by most accounts, been
successful at keeping
our most important
buildings monitored.
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In 2017, it will also
be 50 years since the
designation of the first
conservation area under the
Civic Amenities Act 1967.
Stamford, Lincolnshire was
the first area designated
by a local authority for
its historic character and
appearance, but since then
more than 10,000 have
been designated.
Arguably, the creation
of the conservation area
marked the arrival of citizen
power in the heritage
protection system; any new
areas designated by local
authorities need to seek
public opinion in order to
do so. Local civic societies
and other volunteers now
play an increasingly large
role in the designation,
management and promotion
of conservation areas.
Historic England is
working with partners in
the heritage sector to
celebrate both of these
anniversaries, by explaining
how successful these
pieces of legislation have
been and highlighting
challenges that lie ahead.
Yet with the numbers
of local authority heritage
staffing falling by a third in
the past few years, those
who remain are finding

it increasingly difficult
to provide a service
across the full range of
archaeological and building
conservation work.
Bureaucracy always
comes in for a bashing,
but the 1947 and 1967
acts have, in my view, had
an immeasurably positive
impact on heritage in this
country. The planning
system as a whole is
undergoing close scrutiny
– after all, who can argue
with the reduction of
unnecessary red-tape?
But we must not end up
throwing the baby out with
the bathwater.
When we examine the
proposals in the coming
rounds of planning reform,
we would do well to
make sure that we do not
inadvertently begin to lose
the protection for which so
many of our predecessors
fought, whether through
the push against
pre-commencement
conditions or through the
introduction of planning
permission in principle.
But above all, we should
each take some time to
shout about what has
been achieved, and what
could be lost if we do not
continue to be vigilant. C
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E

nergy efficiency in
any building depends
on its design, the
materials from which
it is made, its location,
condition and the way
it is used. If we are
to make a building
more energy efficient, then we need to
understand all of these factors, taking
an holistic approach. Understanding the
difference between older and newer
buildings is also essential. The former
are normally vapour-permeable, in that
moisture is let in and then evaporates,
whereas the latter rely on vapour barriers
and air gaps to keep moisture out.

First principles

Understanding how any traditional building was
designed to work rather than just reaching for the
retrofit is essential if we want to ensure or improve its
energy efficiency, writes John Edwards

Back to basics
28 DECEMBER 2 01 6 / J A NU A R Y 2 017

Although solid masonry walls are
common in older buildings, there are also
many variations between one property
and the next. Recognising a building type
is also very important: by understanding
its design, how it is constructed and the
materials from which it is made, we can
assess both how it performs and what
affects that performance.
The basic steps to take to ensure
energy efficiency are as follows.
bb Lifestyle changes: the energy
hierarchy lists those simple things that
building occupants can do to improve
energy performance, such as using a
shower rather than a bath or a washing
line rather than a tumble dryer.
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bb Maintaining buildings properly: a
poorly maintained building is less likely to
be energy efficient.
bb Condition survey: a detailed analysis
will involve building pathology and
understanding the materials and methods
of construction.
bb Maintaining or reinstating vapour
permeability characteristics.
While these provide a very good starting
point, it is normal for a recognised means
of assessing energy performance to be
adopted as well, such as the Reduced
Standard Assessment Procedure
(RdSAP), which is used for all existing
buildings. This assessment method
involves many standard assumptions
that are integrated into the software,
and it produces an energy performance
certificate (EPC) that categorises a
property into a band according to SAP
points, with band A being the most energy
efficient and G the least.
RdSAP also generates a
recommendation of the works required to
improve energy efficiency, and indicates
what band could be achieved if these
were undertaken. However, research
has indicated that RdSAP is inaccurate,
especially where older buildings are
concerned, as it normally underestimates
their energy efficiency; neither does
it take into account the condition of
the building. The recommendations
generated by RdSAP should therefore be
treated with caution.
Moisture is the biggest problem in an
older building and, as indicated in
BS 7913: 2013: Guide to the Conservation
of Historic Buildings, building fabric that is
damp could be 30% less energy efficient
than dry building fabric. The control of
moisture is therefore key to both energy
efficiency and sustainability. This is where
using building pathology is essential.
Getting an older building into good
repair in a way that maintains or reinstates
vapour permeability should be prioritised
over energy efficiency measures,
and it is important to understand that
installing elements and materials that are
impermeable could have a devastating
effect on an older building.

Guidance and its limitations
When it comes to deciding what
measures to install, it is important
to continue thinking about vapour
permeability and its overall effect on
the hygrothermal performance of the
building. Installing one measure could
have consequences for many other
Image © iStock

different elements and aspects of an
older building.
One useful tool is the retrofit guidance
wheel, which is freely available online
(www.stbauk.org). This points towards
measures that are most likely to work and
carry least risk, and away from riskier, less
practical options. Most importantly though,
it highlights how different measures affect
each other. Again, a condition survey
should be carried out first.
Bear in mind that it takes someone
with building expertise to use the wheel,
otherwise the answers to the questions
that it poses may not be correct. This
online tool is probably the best presently
available but it is not perfect, and there
are some measures, especially relating to
work on existing building fabric, that are
not included.
Another thing that neither the wheel
nor most other guidance does is refer to
BS 7913: 2013. This standard contains
lots of excellent guidance, including the
need for heritage impact assessments.
When implementing any retrofit measure,
a heritage impact assessment should be
carried out.
The thermal coherence of the external
envelope is particularly important, and
thermal bridging should be reduced as
much as possible, so insulation should
be carefully designed. In some places
this will be very difficult: for example, at
floor–wall junctions, timber joists bedded
into the walls will form a thermal bridge
and therefore be susceptible to interstitial
condensation. This can be managed,
however, provided that the building
fabric around the timber joists is
vapour-permeable and thus allows such
moisture to escape.
However, if there is cement mortar
pointing or cement render on the exterior
then this will inhibit evaporation and
possibly put the ends of the joists at
risk of becoming rotten. Another risk
worth mentioning is that, if internal wall
insulation is not carried through into the
voids between ceilings and floors, then
the whole horizontal strip could act as a
thermal bridge and enable moisture to
persist, with obvious consequences.
The location of the building is another
critical factor. There is a huge difference
between UK weather exposure zones 1
and 4, with zone 4 representing the most
severe conditions. Risks of persistent,
heavy, wind-driven rain have to be
appreciated, especially when considering
the merits of internal wall insulation, the
orientation of the building, the degree
of sheltering, the thickness of walls and

their construction, the materials from
which they are made, and their condition.
Part L 1b of the Building Regulations
in England and Wales, or Technical
Handbook 6 in Scotland and F1 in
Northern Ireland, calls for consequential
improvements when a proportion of
work is undertaken to the thermal
envelope. However, such works have
to be technically, functionally and
economically feasible.
While there are exemptions for listed
buildings and those in conservation
areas, no such exemption exists for
more than 90% of traditional buildings,
though a “special consideration” may be
sought in England and Wales if the work
is not feasible, adducing BS 7913: 2013
in support. Similar provision may exist
in Scotland and Northern Ireland, but is
less emphatic.
Many different types of insulation
materials and products are available, and
all have different installation methods.
Careful selection is needed, especially
when only slender sections can be
installed – for example around window
reveals – to provide thermal cohesion
as much as possible, so materials may
have to provide much better thermal
performance for their thickness than
those in other areas where greater
thicknesses are possible.

Conclusion
While a great deal of expert effort
can and should go into planning and
specifying work that will make an older
building more energy efficient, this can
all be severely compromised if it is not
implemented properly. Adherence to
BS 7913: 2013 on project management
and supervision provides a robust
approach, based on managing the risks
of specification non-compliance.
Taking an holistic approach to improving
the energy efficiency of older buildings
need not be complex. It is initially about
going back to basics and providing a
building with its original performance
characteristics so far as possible. It
becomes complex and risky when
retrofitting, and here again using
vapour-permeable materials is key.
However, it will not be without its risks, and
by following BS 7913: 2013 management
of these will be more straightforward. C

John Edwards FRICS is Director of
Edwards Hart Consultants and lead author of
BS 7913: 2013
john@edwardshart.co.uk
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Dark heritage

Anna Irwin reflects on how reminders of a troubled past can be assimilated
into our cultural heritage

Conflicting accounts

T

here is a tendency
to think of heritage
as buildings or
monuments that
act as a focus
for national pride,
demonstrate skill,
achievement or
ingenuity, enhancing our townscapes
and reinforce our sense of identity.
Once heritage is officially designated by
listing or scheduling, for example, it is
considered a valuable asset, as a result of
its cultural significance. This conception
presents and promotes heritage as a
positive force.
This dominant definition of heritage,
which is referred to as the “authorised
heritage discourse”, directs our attention

towards the aesthetically pleasing and
the monumental and therefore lays a
greater emphasis on the value of the
physical fabric, its authenticity and its
quality than it places on other, more
intangible associations.
Recently, there has been much press
coverage of the destruction of cultural
heritage. The International Criminal
Court’s first war crimes trial for the
destruction of monuments is now in
progress, concerning an individual
accused of demolishing ancient
mausoleums in Timbuktu.
This is not the first time heritage has
been deliberately targeted: perpetrators
wish to erase the identity of a people
whom they do not consider to share
their history, instead exerting their
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power to inflict psychological injury.
Yet although the historic fabric may
have been destroyed, the significance
of these structures or places and the
meanings that have been attached to
them for generations have not been lost.
Rather, a new significance is added as
the communities reclaim their heritage.
In such circumstances, there is a desire
to restore lost heritage as a means of
re-establishing normality.
But as well as damaging or destroying
heritage, conflict can lead to the creation
of a new heritage. This can hold difficult
and painful memories, representing the
most violent, destructive and perhaps
shameful aspects of a nation’s history.
These sites are referred to as “dissonant
heritage” or “dark heritage”.
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Peace walls
The issue has particular relevance today in
Northern Ireland following almost 30 years
of violent conflict, known as the Troubles.
The signing of the Good Friday Agreement
in 1998 essentially brought an end to the
conflict. However, there has been little
consensus or debate on how to deal with
the remnants of the period.
Some of the most visible and defining
structures associated with the Troubles
are the Belfast peace walls. There are
estimated to be more than 90 such barriers
in the city centre, dating from 1969 to the
present day. The first and possibly the
most famous peace wall was built in 1969
between Cupar Way and Bombay Street,
separating the predominantly loyalist
Shankill Road area of Belfast from the
mainly nationalist Falls Road.
For nearly 50 years, this wall has
been an imposing and familiar feature
of the urban landscape, controlling the
movements of neighbouring residents,
constraining and influencing by these
physical barriers. For many living very
close to this and other walls, they
continue to provide security amid
ongoing, low-level sectarian activity.
Yet for others, the retention of these
structures reinforces segregation, and
they are therefore considered essential in
protecting cultural identity.
While the walls remain in place, they
signify to the international community
that attempts at peace have not been
completely successful, and can act as a
deterrent to inward investment. Not only
do the walls control potential violence
but they also create the conditions
through which violence is sustained
and perpetuated. The peace walls have
also reshaped land-use patterns in
the economic core of the city – prime
development sites have been blighted for
housing land and many adjacent buildings
have suffered frequent damage, with
some now lying abandoned.
The permanent removal of these
structures would be seen by many
as advantageous and there is a clear
government agenda for their disposal.
However, there has increasingly been
discomfiture among others at the hasty
removal of structures so intrinsically
linked with the Troubles.

Renewal and remembrance
In a post-conflict society, there is a desire
to move on and forget – to return to some
sense of normality. Part of that process
can include the removal of the impositions
from the conflict period as quickly as
Image © Anna Irwin

Peace wall between Cupar Way and Bombay Street, Belfast

possible, leaving only the traces of a more
pleasant and proud past. But to eradicate
evidence of these structures would be
to make an incomplete record of history,
and without them the memory of events
remains intangible and more open to
different narratives.
The Cupar Way–Bombay Street peace
wall was constructed as a temporary
response to escalating violence, but
evolved in response to the intensity and
changing nature of the Troubles and
the recent transition to peace, and has
become one of Belfast’s most popular and
distinctive tourist attractions. At 13.5m high
and stretching more than 3km through the
city, it is constructed from conventional
materials and has had much of its fabric
renewed, replaced, strengthened or
extended over time. It is therefore seldom
considered historically or aesthetically
pleasing and does not fit with the ethos
of minimal intervention or conservation.
Despite this, the alterations and fabric are
significant to our understanding of the
intensity and nature of the conflict.
The wall has considerable social,
cultural and economic significance, which
can be expressed in both positive and
negative terms: acting as a means of
bringing people together but also keeping
them apart; as a tourist resource but also
a blight on the city’s economic core; and
as a site that evidences strong cultural
traditions and heritage, but that can be
intimidating and provocative.

“Discord value”
In considering a potential heritage of
conflict, there is a need to recognise
a broader range of values, particularly
negative ones and to articulate these in
order that dissonance can be expressed,
rather than concealed or ignored.
Dubbed “discord value” by the
academic Gabriele Dolff-Bonekämper,
this arises where the creation, or
potential creation, of heritage promotes
contestation, controversy or discord.
In effect, the discord value of an object
or structure far exceeds its potential
historical value. With the passing of time,

and as the fear and hatred associated
with the structure fades, so too can such
value, to be replaced with historical value
in the eyes of many.
In the future the debate around its
significance will itself become part of its
history and add another layer of meaning.
As time separates us from the events
associated with a structure, our emotional
engagement with it changes. Ultimately,
while a structure can possess strong
discord value, this concept is rarely
identified or accommodated in heritage
models, so a future heritage resource
is in danger of being removed before its
true historical value can be realised.

Conclusions
The Belfast peace walls highlight the
vulnerabilities of dissonant heritage,
particularly given the continued emphasis
on the importance of the physical
fabric, age and authenticity of heritage.
Structures such as the Cupar
Way–Bombay Street peace wall are
ordinary structures that have developed
distinctive associations. Any risk of
demolition is thus contentious and
discomforting in a post-conflict state.
This demonstrates the importance
of viewing heritage as a social process,
recognising the dynamic and changing
nature of its values and meanings. This
can present a significant challenge in that
the values ascribed to a heritage resource
can never really be fully recorded or
defined. In the case of conflict heritage it
is therefore necessary to draw together as
wide a range of values as possible in order
to expose as many narratives as possible,
and prevent singular claims of heritage
and disinheritance. C

Anna Irwin is Senior Conservation and
Environment Officer,
Wrexham County Borough Council
anna.irwin@wrexham.gov.uk
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Accommodating
refurbishment

T

Caroline Rye underscores the importance of measurement and monitoring in
refurbishing Trinity College, Cambridge

rinity College Cambridge’s New
Court is a grade I listed
Tudor–Gothic building
designed in 1823 and used as
accommodation for students
and fellows. In 2009, the
college identified the need
for refurbishment to meet
contemporary expectations of
comfort and utility and improve
its energy efficiency.
But there was little precedent
for ensuring energy efficiency in such a highly protected
building. A principal concern was avoiding moisture build-up in
the refurbished fabric: if building elements were cooled by the
installation of insulation and buildings were made more airtight,
would infiltration, ventilation and evaporation cease to remove
moisture effectively? It might accumulate on internal surfaces,
or, less visibly, in structural elements, leading to damp and even
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mould, jeopardising health and leading to structural decay
and rot. ArchiMetrics was charged with undertaking detailed
building fabric performance monitoring to help identify areas of
risk and inform effective design decisions. Its monitoring would
work alongside modelling that was carried out by Max Fordham
Engineers as directed by 5th Studio Architects, which was
responsible for the refurbishment.
The first round of assessment included in situ U-value
measurements and air pressure testing in eight sample walls.
Moisture itself was assessed by interstitial hygrothermal
gradient monitoring (IHGM), a technique that ArchiMetrics has
developed specifically for looking at vapour in building elements.
The findings from the U-value, air pressure testing and IHGM
measurements were then fed into the design process.
Measurement of U-values for solid walls, or walls of
indeterminate make-up, is important when refurbishing buildings
of significance. ArchiMetrics’ previous work had identified a
large discrepancy between U-values taken from traditional solid
walls and those calculated for the same walls using standard
Image © Alamy
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New Court, Trinity College,
Cambridge

industry protocols, which exaggerate heat loss, artificially
inflating estimates of the energy, carbon and money to be saved
if wall insulation is installed. This could encourage the use of
excessive insulation and result in overcooling of fabric and an
increased potential for interstitial condensation in the wall.
U-values measured from the eight walls at New Court ranged
from 0.59 W/m2K to 0.78W/m2K, giving an average of
0.69W/m2K, a 25% lower heat loss than that suggested by the
standard calculated U-value of 0.94 W/m2K. Similarly, an air
permeability figure for the structure, of 11.0m3/h/m2 at 50Pa, was
provided by an on-site pressure test, measured from the building
itself rather than selected from a set of default assumptions.
IHGM was performed in the coldest part of the year; this is
when walls are likely to be at their wettest, largely due to wind
and rain but also fewer opportunities for evaporation coupled
with low dewpoint temperatures. The findings were analysed in a
number of ways, including the calculation of a saturation margin,
which uses measurements of relative humidity and temperature
to determine how close parts of the wall are to dewpoint. From
a broadly representative sample, all walls performed well; no
examples of persistent dewpoint conditions were found in any
wall over winter, suggesting that some degree of internal wall
insulation could be tolerated.
Further data from the monitoring was used to calibrate
hygrothermal modelling software WUFI Pro 5.0. As with the
energy models, customised input data for its simulations was
used to reflect the actual materials in the walls and the influence
of site-specific weather conditions. Materials testing was
carried out by Glasgow Caledonian University to determine
the properties of brick and mortar samples, rather than relying
on database defaults. The hygrothermal behaviour of a virtual
sample wall was compared with responses recorded over time

from one of the monitored walls, and by altering the WUFI
parameters, the engineers made the virtual wall’s responses
closer to those measured on site. This was then used to run
scenarios for a variety of wall insulation options.
The model found that the addition of 60mm of Pavadentro
woodfibre board was broadly acceptable for the walls at New
Court, with a slight increase in moisture risk for south- and
west-facing walls. These risk assessments varied depending
on the selection of different brick material properties for the
modelled wall; the variety of types used had been an additional
finding of the IHGM work.
Cores were removed from the wall to install sensors, and were
then tested for moisture content and density. Because of the
variety of brick types involved, it was decided that the best way
to manage any remaining uncertainty would be via long-term
on-site monitoring of the building fabric after refurbishment. This
measures the thermal performance, hygrothermal conditions
and material moisture content of the walls in study bedrooms,
bathrooms, kitchens and service rooms. It also measures indoor
air quality and hygrothermal conditions in rooms now fitted with
mechanical ventilation with heat recovery systems.
Vulnerable materials such as built-in timber elements – lintels,
bearers and joist ends, where high humidity or liquid moisture
could represent a potential starting point for decay – were
thought to be at the greatest risk from moisture build-up.
Therefore, a network of resistivity probes were installed in
specific embedded timbers exposed during the refurbishment to
measure material moisture conditions.
Results from monitoring are incorporated into an online
service allowing for real-time reporting of potentially adverse
conditions. Data from the material moisture monitoring of both
timber and masonry elements is stored locally and collected on
a quarterly basis on site visits that also allow visual inspection,
and an update on room conditions and building fabric is
then provided to the design team. A more comprehensive
observations report, including weather and U-value data, is
submitted annually.
This monitoring programme is accompanied by a mitigation
strategy, which sets out various interventions designed
to ameliorate potential harm to the building or occupants,
principally, persistent high humidity levels. Early U-value
measurements from nine walls at New Court gave an average
of 0.36W/m2K, very close to the 0.38W/m2K modelled figure.
The interstitial hygrothermal analysis has largely shown walls
reducing in humidity as the lime parge coat, which is applied to
the wall before insulation, has dried.
Monitoring of New Court will continue for seven years, a time
frame subject to ongoing review. The project could serve as a
precedent for quantifying and managing the risks posed by the
refurbishment of older buildings.
Historic buildings are often regarded as too complicated
for energy efficiency refurbishment. However, they cannot be
ignored. Monitoring is a means by which we can inform the
refurbishment of even our most highly valued historic buildings
to ensure their continued use. C

Caroline Rye is Co-director of ArchiMetrics Ltd
caroline@archimetrics.co.uk
www.archimetrics.co.uk
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UPDATE
Historic Wales

The Welsh Government is proposing a new organisation,
Historic Wales, which will bring together the commercial
functions of Cadw: Welsh Historic Monuments and
the National Museum of Wales. It follows a report by
PricewaterhouseCoopers on heritage services in Wales,
Investing in the future to protect the past.
Ken Skates, the Welsh Assembly Cabinet Secretary with responsibility for culture,
said: “With competing demands for limited resources and a need to promote Wales
better than ever, it is crucial that we evaluate whether the structures underpinning the
sector are fit for purpose and whether they could be improved.”
n Welsh Government announcement on Historic Wales http://bit.ly/2ehgf9N
n Investing in the future to protect the past is available at http://bit.ly/2ekkSPN

Digital data

Historic England is planning a new strategy for its own digital heritage data and that
held by local authorities. According to the public body, the Heritage Information Access
strategy aims to resolve “long-standing issues of complexity and duplication of effort in
the management of and access to heritage data nationally”.
The object is to create a shared heritage record that is more coherent and integrated
than the existing Historic England and local authority resources, and can thereby
provide much better support for the planning system.
n http://bit.ly/2dNwRUm

Heritage Trust
Network
The Heritage Trust Network is the new
name for UK Association of Building
Preservation Trusts (UKAPT), originally
established in 1989 to offer guidance
and support to building preservation
trusts. The new organisation is the
result of a recent and significant period
of transition, supported by the Heritage
Lottery Fund. It will have a broader
remit, supporting all forms of
not-for-profit groups that are breathing
life and enterprise into the UK’s
threatened historic places.
Network Chair Sarah McLeod said:
“The change to Heritage Trust Network
is more than just a name change;
it’s an exciting new chapter in our
organisation’s history, which will bring
greater benefits to everyone involved in
tackling historic buildings and heritage
assets at risk.”
n Heritage Trust Network
www.heritagetrustnetwork.org.uk
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Heritage Agenda is compiled by
Henry Russell OBE FRICS, School of Real
Estate and Planning,
University of Reading and chair of the
Heritage Alliance’s Spatial Planning
Advocacy Group
h.j.g.russell@reading.ac.uk

European
Cultural Heritage
Year 2018
The European Commission has
announced that 2018 will be European
Cultural Heritage Year and it will have
three main objectives:
bb to promote the role of European
cultural heritage as a pivotal
component of cultural diversity and
intercultural dialogue
bb to enhance the contribution of
European cultural heritage to the
economy and society, through its direct
and indirect economic potential
bb to promote cultural heritage as
an important element of the EU’s
international dimension.
The last such significant event was
European Architectural Heritage Year
in 1975 – a pivotal year, which saw the
creation of a number of campaigning
organisations such as SAVE Britain’s
Heritage as well as influential
conferences and exhibitions.
n http://bit.ly/2byvNFg

Places of
Worship
Security
Hand-drawn
records
New guidance from Historic England
describes techniques that have a
long tradition of being used to aid
understanding by observation and close
contact with building fabric. They can be
used by all involved in making records of
buildings of all types and ages, but are
particularly useful for vernacular buildings
and architectural details that are crucial
to the history of a building or site.
n Guidance is available to download at:
http://bit.ly/2dmKAp2
Images © Shutterstock

The Home Office has introduced
funding to improve security
to places of worship following
incidents in the summer. The
funding covers security equipment
but not the cost of recruiting
security personnel.
Examples of eligible security
equipment are CCTV, perimeter
fencing, access control gates,
bollards, door and window locks,
intruder alarms, and external
lighting. Funding would also
include the labour cost to install
the equipment.
n http://bit.ly/2aaUHqJ
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More time surveying, less time typing
OutSec is the UK’s leading web-based transcription company
specialising in the property sector. We are dedicated to ensuring
high-quality, perfected reports for our clients with a fast turnaround.
Specialist departments handle transcription directly into the RICS
Worksmart iSurv system, ValEx or other third party surveying software
(such as Quest) or into your own custom template.
Our secretarial typing service offers:

Reports including:

• No set up fees, contract, fixed costs or minimum spend

• Project management reports

• Dedicated British OutSec secretaries qualified in the

• Expert and witness submissions

property sector and familiar with all terminology,

• Purchase & sales reports

accents and nuances.

• Building and house surveys

• Reliable, fast, accurate and simple to use service
tailored to your needs
• Highly confidential with secure data transfer

Contact us today

• Record and upload dictation from any location via the

0870 243 0294
sales@outsec.co.uk

OutSec App for iPhone, android, or digital recorder

www.outsec.co.uk

Our most important client is YOU

Rebuild Online
The essential domestic reinstatement
cost calculator for surveyors
Offers rapid access to reinstatement costs for houses
and flats in a user-friendly format.

Now includes:
• Facility to calculate costs for renewable technologies
• Easier access to renewable services costs
• Complete repricing of all house and flat models.

Visit rics.org/bcisrebuildonline
or phone +44 (0)24 7686 8433
To a d ve rtise con t a c t Em m a Ke n n e dy +4 4( 0 ) 20 7 8 7 1 5 7 3 4 or emmak@wearesu nday. c om
21731-BCIS-Rebuild Online MODUS Advert-174x127mm.indd 1
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